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COLLEGE CALENDAR 
1916-1917 
FIRST SEMESTER 
pt. 20- Wednesday .... . . Registration of new students, Ascen ion 
Hall, 2 P. M. Coll g op ns with 
Evening Prayer at 5. 
t. 3- Tuesday . .. . .. . Bexley Hall opens with Evening Pray r, 
at 5. 
v. 1- W dn sday ... . .. All Saints' Day. Found rs' Day. 
ov. 27-29- Mon.-Wed . . .. Mid- emest r examinations for new 
students. 
ov. 0-Dec. 3- Thur.-Sun.Thanksgiving Recess . 
. 16- aturday .... .. . Christmas Recess b gins. 
J n. 2- Tu day .. . .. .. . College opens with Morning Pray r at 
7:45. 
J n. 31- W dnesday .. .... Semester examinations b gin. 
b. 5- Monday .. . . .. . . First semester ends. 
SECOND SEMESTER 
F b. 9- Friday . . . ..... .. Second semester begins with Morning 
Prayer at 7:45. 
F b. 21- W dnesday .. . . . . Ash Wednesday. 
pril 5- Thursday . .... .. Easter Recess begins. 
pril 12- Thursday ....... College opens with Morning Prayer at 
7:45. 
lay 17- Thursday ... . ... Ascension Day. 
rn 11- Monday .. .... .. Semester examinations begin. 
J. n 1 - Monday ... . ... . Eighty-ninth Commencement. 
1917-1918 
FIRST SEMESTER 
pt. 19- Wednesday . . .... Registration of new students, Ascension 
Hall, 2 P. M. College opens with 
Evening Prayer at 5. 
2- Tuesday ... .... . Bexley Hall opens with Evening Prayer 
at 5. 
o . 1- Thursday ...... . All Saints' Day. Founders' Day. 
ov. 26-28- Mon.-Wed . ... Mid-Semester examinations for new 
students. 
·o . 2 -Dec. 2- Thurs.-Sun. Thanksgiving Recess . 
. 19- Wednesday . ... .. Christmas Recess begins. 
an. 2- Wednesday . ... .. College opens with Morning Prayer at 
7:45. 
n. 30- Wednesday . .. . Semester examinations begin. 
b. 4- Monday . .... . .. First semester ends. 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF KENYON COLLEGE 
UNDER NEW CONSTITUTION 
EX-OFFICIO 
THE RT. REV. WILLIAM A. LEONARD, D.D., 
i hop of Ohio 
Pr ident for th Year 
THE RT. REV. BOYD VINE T, D.D., 
i hop of outh rn Ohio 
THE R V. WILLIAM TER PEIR B, L.II.D., D.D., 
r id nt of K nyon Coll g 
ELECTED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, U DER 
ARTICLE IV 
TE 
THE o . T. P. LI , LL.D., Columbus ............ · .... · 
R. FR CI W. BLAKE, Gambier ............. · · · · · · · · · · · · 
THE REV. JAME To\ E D RUSSELL, Brooklyn . Y ..... 
L ZO M. ... DER, E Q., leveland ....... . · · · · · · · · · · · .. 
H. DEMP EY, LL.D., Cleveland ....... ··········· 
THE REV. ROBERT L. HARRIS, Toledo ...... · · · · · · · · · · ·.' 
U DER OLD CONSTITUTIO 
UNDER ARTICLE I 
T 
~T. REV. JOHN HAZE HITE, D.D. Bishop of .Jichi 
Ity . • • ..... •. • .. •. • • ............ • • .. • • .. • •. • .... . 
BOARD OE TRUSTEES 6 
TR RT. REV. LEWIS w. BURTON, D.D., Bishop of Lexington 1918 
Tim .Ri:. !tEV. GEORGE w. PETERKIN, D.D., Bishop of w st 
V1rg1rua. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1918 
THE RT. REV. THEODORE N. MORRISON, D.D., Bishop of Iowa 1918 
THE RT. REV. CHARLES P. ANDERSON, D.D., Bishop of Chicago 191 
THE RT. REV. WILLIAM L. GRAVATT, D.D., Bishop Coadjutor 
of W t Virginia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1918 
TH ' RT. REV. CHARLES D. WILLIAMS, D.D., Bishop of Mich-
ig n. ............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191 
THE RT. REV. JOHN N. McCORMICK, D.D., Bishop of W tern 
Michigan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191 
UNDER ARTICLE IV 
TERM E PIRE 
Tn' HON. ALBERT DOUGL s, LL.D., Chillicothe. . . . . . . . . . 1917 
I-~L MATHER, LL.D., Clev land. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191 
Tm .. REV. ARTHUR DUMPER, Dayton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191 
fR. . B. KIRK, Mt. Vernon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191 
SECRETARY 
DR. F. W. BLAKE, Gambier 
TREASURER 
WILLIAM: A. ACKERMAN 
The New Knox National Bank, Mt. Vernon 
CONSUL TING ARCHITECT 
CHARLES F. SCHWEINFURTH, Cleveland 
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ST ANDING COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD 
OF TRUSTEES 
ELECTED UNDER THE CONSTITUTION 
MR. IRK 
R. LAKE 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
MR. LINN 
BI HOP RE 
PRE IDE T Pr.IR 
COMMITTEE ON THE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL 
THE ISHOP OF HIO THE REV. fR. D 
THE I HOP OF OUTHERN Omo MR. i EL 1 TH 
MR. IRK 
R. ORTON 
IR. LI 
MR. DEMP EY 
PRESIDENT PEIRCE 
APPOINTED COMMITTEES 
ON FINANCE 
MR. LINN 
ON INVESTMENTS 
MR. SAMUEL MATHER 
ON LIBRARIES 
fR. D r 
R. R .D 
!R. K 
..IR . .1. OR 
PRE IDE T PEIRCE . 
THE REV. MR. RUSSELL THE REV . ...fR. D 
JUDGE MARVIN 
ON BUILDINGS AND GROU OS 
R. Km PRESIDE T PEIRCE fR. D 
TRUSTEES' COMMITTEES 7 
SPECIAL COMMITTEE 
BEXLEY HALL FUND 
PRESIDENT PEIRCE 
THE BISHOP OF OHIO THE REV. MR. Ru ELL 
THE BISHOP OF SOUTHERN OHIO 
THE BISHOP COADJUTOR OF SOUTHERN OHIO 
MR. DEMP EY 
MR. NORTON 
COMMITTEE ON COLLEGE ENDOWMENT 
Bt HOP LEONARD 
BI HOP VINCENT 
R. JUNKIN 
PRESIDENT PEIRCE 
MR. WM. G. MATHER 
MR. DEMP EY 
MR. RAYM D 
MR. GIAUQUE 
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FACULTY 
TIE REV. WILLIAM FOSTER PEIRCE, M.A., (Amh ), 
L.H.D. (Hobart), D.D. (Western Re erve, 
University of the South), 
PRESIDENT 
SPENCER AND WOLFE PROFESSOR OF MENTAL AND MORAL 
PHILOSOPHY 
HENRY TITU WEST, M.A. (Oberlin), 
PROFE SOR OF GERMAN 
BARKER NEWHALL, M.A. (Haverford), PH.D. 
(Johns Hopkins), 
RE<llSTRAR 
PROFESSOR OF GREEK 
THE REV. GEORGE FRANKLIN SMYTHE, M.A. (W 
Reserve), D.D. (Kenyon), 
PROFESSOR OF THE BIBLE 
WILLIAM PETERS REEVES, B.A., Pa.D. (John Hopkins), 
SECRETARY 
McILV AINE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH 
LEE BARKER WALTON, M.A. (Brown), PH.D. (Cornell• 
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY 
RICHARD CLARKE MANNING, B.A., PH.D. (Har ard), 
BE SON MEMORIAL PROFESSOR OF LATU 
REGI LD BRYANT ALLEN, M.S. (Rutge ), 
PH.D. (Clark), 
ABODY PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS AND CIVIL E. GC 
FACULTY 
THE REV. GEORGE FRANCIS WEIDA, B.S. (Kansa ), 
PH.D. (Johns Hopkins), 
BOWLER PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY 
ELBE HERBERT JOHNSON, B.A., M.A. (Oliv t ), 
As I TANT PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AND CHEM! TitY 
RAYMOND DU BOIS CAHALL, PH.B. (K nyon), 
PH.D. (Columbia), 
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY 
AUL HERBERT LARWILL, PH.B. (Louvain), 
B.A. (Princeton), 
fUEL MATHER PROFESSOR OF ROMANCE LANGU GE 
THE REV. ARCHIBALD SPIERS WINSLOW, B .. (Colum ia), 
CHAPLAIN 
H RLE LACY LOCKERT, JR., B.A. (Southw st rn r by-
terian Univ.), PH.D. (Princeton), 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLI H 
THE REV. HUGO PAUL JOSEPH SELINGER, M.A. (Munich), 
PH.D. (Heidelberg), 
PROFE OR OF ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY ON EDWIN M. ST TON 
FOUNDATION 
FRANCISCO JAVIER TOBAR, B.A. (Val ncia), 
LL.B. (Madrid), 
ISTANT PROFESSOR OF ROMANCE LANGU GES 
WILLIAM ANDREW KELLEHER, M.E. (Notre Dame), 
Athletic Direcf,Qr 
MR.s. ELLEN DOUGLAS DEVOL 
Librarian 
EARL M. WOOD 
Assistant at the Chemical Laboratory 
EDWIN CHARLES WELCH 
Assistant at the Biological Laboratory 
W ARRE H. CATT 
A istant t.o Professor of Mathematics 
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STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY 
Athletics 
PROFE SOR REEVES 
R ALLEN PROFES OR WAL 
Discipline 
PROFESSOR NEWHALL 
RWE T PROFE OR ID 
Larwill Lectureship 
PRE IDENT PEIRCE 
R WEIDA PROF OR LR I 
Libr ry 
PRE IDENT PEIRCE 
RO R EEVES PROF 
ORGANIZATION 
Th institution now known as Kenyon ollege was 
in rporated December 29, 1824, under the title of "Th 
'I h logical Seminary of the Protestant Epi copal hurch 
in th Dioce e of Ohio." By a supplementary act of the 
L · lature, the president and professors of the seminary 
r mpowered to act as the faculty of the college and 
nf r degrees in the arts and sciences. 
Th original funds for the institution were secur d in 
n land in 1823-24 by the Right Rev. Philander hase, 
fi i hop of the Episcopal Church in the N orthwe t 
rri ory, two of the principal donors being Lord enyon 
nd Lord Gambier. The first students were received at 
h i hop's house in Worthington, Ohio, in 1 24, and the 
fi con titution was approved by the Convention of the 
i e e of Ohio on November 27 of the same year. In 
26, two quarter sections of the United States military 
land were secured in Knox County. Building was begun 
in the following year. The first degrees were conferred 
under date of September 9, 1829. 
In 1 91 the corporate title was changed to Kenyon 
ollege, the name by which the institution had always 
n known. The Bishops of Ohio and outhern Ohio 
pr ide over the Board of Trustees in alternate years. 
SITE 
ambier, the seat of Kenyon College, is a village of 
ut five hundred inhabitants, on the Cleveland, Akron 
11 
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and olumbus Railroad, a little east of the center of h 
tate of Ohio, fifty miles from Columbu , five mil from 
Mount Vernon and one hundred and twenty mil from 
1 v land. The altitude is nearly eleven hundred f and 
th ite was chosen by Bishop Chase after car ful in ti· 
ation, for natural beauty and healthfuln of climat · 
Th plateau on which the College and village are ituat 
ri s about two hundred feet above the valley of th 
okosing river, which flows around it on thr e .id 
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS 
Th original domain of the oll ge compri 
hou and acres being a quarter town hip of the 
tates Military Res rvation of 1795 in entral and as rn 
hio. Of this domain the College still holds about th 
hundr d and fifty acres including several tracts of wood· 
land. The Ohio Department of Forestry has r entl 
und rtaken to d velop these forest lands a an exhibit 
modern methods of tree culture. Minut urve ha 
b n made and an extensive nursery has been tabli h · 
Expert supervision is given by the Department to all ·o · 
that is done on the College domain and it is hoped tha. 
the future the College lands can be used for demonstra 
in connection with formal courses in forestry. 
As Gambier Hill projects into the valley, the o~l. 
ark commands an extensive view of the fertile mi 
valley of the Kokosing with a background of cultiva 
hill · The natural charm has been much enhanced b 1 • 
teful arrangement of the grounds. In the Park 
ontain over ninety acres and many old forest tr 
have b n taken to combine the effects of la 
odland. On thi exten ive tract the building it · b~ 
n carefully elected, and the broad fiddle Pa h hi 
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS 13 
nn cts Old Kenyon with Bexley Hall is two-thir s of a 
mil long. 
Th ollege buildings comprise the dormitories, 
nyon (1827) and Hanna Hall (1902); Ascen ion 
(1 ), the recitation and laboratory building; Ro 
(1 l, rebuilt 1899), the gymnasium and assembly r 
h lumni Library (1910), with which is conn t d he 
. ph n tack Room (1902); the hurch of the oly 
• iri (1 69), the chapel; Bexley Hall (1 39), h th l gi-
1 minary; olburn Hall (1904), the theological library; 
" r mw ll ottage" (1913), the Presid nt' 
ko ing" (1865), the stone mansion built by i hop 
11, tanding in its own extensive park; and variou 
h r uilding . 
Old Kenyon 
Id enyon, the cornerstone of which was laid in 1 27, 
i a massive othic structure of local sandstone. It is one 
hundr d and sixty feet long, three stories high, with olid 
ne walls four and one-half feet thick at the basement 
ry. The roof carries battlements and pinnacles and is 
urmounted by a spire one hundred and ten feet high 
c ntaining the old College Bell. By an Alumni subscrip-
ion the bell was recently recast at the Meneely Foundry. 
In 1907 Old Kenyon was completely rebuilt on the 
in rior at an expense of over $75,000, the external appear-
nc remaining unchanged. The walls and roof were 
h r ughly repaired and in part rebuilt with the b t and 
m permanent materials so that the building i now 
nexcelled among college dormitories for strength, comfort 
d beauty. 
Id Kenyon contains room for between eighty and 
'ne Y tudents. The interior finish is of lemi h oak of 
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hand ome grain with wainscoting in the hall . Th 
t irca s have othic newel posts and birch hand r il. 
t all the windows are placed broad window at f olid 
k which cover the steam radiator . ath r mor h 
n -half of the rooms are arranged in uit . Th plumb-
nd heating y terns are of the best and m t mod 
Hanna Hall 
Th door and window casings and th wain 
f 1 mi h oak, and th floors of poli h d hardw 
Ase 
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS 15 
n biological laboratories and workshops, the halls f r 
Ii r ry ocieties, and the offices of the Pre ident and 
~1 r urer. The battlemented tower of the buildings rve 
h astronomical observatory. A steam heating plant 
iv n by amuel Mather of Cleveland is in tall d in th 
b· m nt and provides for both Ascension and Ro c 
H 11 . 
College Chapel 
hurch of the Holy Spirit, the College hapel, wa 
uil in 1 69, by the Church of the Ascension, New ork, 
tribute to their former rector, Bishop dell. t i a 
ru iform edifice of Early English archit cture and i built 
f fr tone in courses, with dressed quoins and facin . 
Th nave and chancel are ninety feet, the tran pts ighty 
f in length. Ivy, transplanted from Melrose Abb y, 
the walls. 
Th interior of the church is finished in oak, the wall 
r tastefully illuminated, and all the windows are of 
ined glass. The organ is a memorial to Bishop Mcll-
· n and a mural tablet, erected by the Diocese of Ohio, 
mmemorates the founder of Kenyon College, the Rt. 
v. Philander Chase. 
In he church tower is the College clock and a set of nine 
11, together with a mechanism which rings the W t-
min ter chimes at the quarter hours. 
Y the will of the late Mrs. Bedell a fund was tab-
r hed for keeping the church and Kokosing in repair. 
Library and Stack Room 
Hubbard Hall, the first library building, was burned 
anuary first, 1910, but the adjacent stack-room saved 
h mass of the library. On its site has been built the 
acio and beautiful Alumni Library at a cost of about 
16 KENYON COLLEGE 
$50,000. The principal donors are the Alumni of h 
oll ge and David Z. Norton, Esquire, of leveland, \ ho 
has given the Reading Room. 
h purch 
nd wmen . 
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS 17 
T~. ichmond, Esq., of Providence, R. I., for the purch 
of n w bool s. In 1901 the James P. Stephens Library 
I und of about $18,000 was founded by Jame P. St ph n , 
'59 of Trenton, N. J. By the wish of the donor a con-
j rable part of the income will for the pr ent be d v t d 
th purchase of clas ical works in other language than 
T n Ii h. The Klock Fund is devoted to the pur h f 
l k forthe epartmentof English and the Vaughn 
h binding of periodicals. 
' h r ading room receives the leading Am rican and 
Ln li h peri icals, and ten or twelve French and rman 
r i w., and i open to students during the library hour . 
n additional library of 12,000 volume , chiefly th -
i 1, i hou ed in olburn Hall. 
Gymnasium 
e Hall, the gymnasium and assembly room i an 
ni structure of sandstone about one hundr d by 
v nty-five feet. Built in 1831 as the College hapel 
i burned in 1897. The reconstruction was provided 
f by Jam es P. Stephen , Mr . Julia T. Bedell and other 
dono , and especially by "The William and Mary imp on 
'lemorial Fund" given by Mrs. Mary A. Simp on of 
nrlu ky. To the restoration was also applied a beque t 
f fi e thousand dollars from Senator John Sherman. The 
principal hall serves as a gymnasium and assembly hall, 
n i provided with gymnastic apparatu pr ent d by 
h umni. Shower baths and dressing rooms with all-
1 lockers are supplied in the basement, which al o 
ntains a baseball cage. 
The athletic grounds are spacious and pleasantly 
d. The baseball and football fields lie at the foot of 
ollege hill, where the shaded hillside provid a 
18 KENYON COLLEGE 
n tural grand tand. The tennis court n ar Id K nyo 
ar xc llent. There i a quarter-mile cinder irack, and h 
f ciliti for general field port are good. 
Laboratories 
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS 19 
pre ent equipment of the department may b m n-
i n d it electric power plant, which furnish light for th 
la oratories and current for experimental work. Thi 
u fit con i ts of a 14 H. P. gas engine, a 7Y2 K. W. g n r-
a r, an 0 ampere-hour storage battery of 56 cell , and an 
1 rate battery distributing switchboard. th r pi 
f apparatu worthy of note are: A 29-inch ark induc-
i n c il with its accessories f r -ray work, a larg T la 
hi h t nsion transformer, a 30,000-pound Ri hl' ma hin 
f r ting the strength of materials, and a lar e numb r of 
m uring instrument for use in the study of n arly 
v ry branch of hysics. 
veral physical journals are taken, and k pt on fil , 
an a number of the most recent books on variou phy i al 
u j ar being add d to the general library ach y ar. 
Th have b en so selected a to furnish ample mat rial 
f r collateral reading and thesis work. 
The BioloJii;al LaboratJry occupies rooms on the third 
fl r of scension Hall. The main room is well light d 
fr m above and contains sixteen Bausch and Lomb com-
p und microscopes, sixteen dissecting micro cope , paraf-
fine bath, incubator, sterilizers and Minot rotary and 
u omatic precision microtomes. Desks and lockers are 
provided for twenty students. 
The department has its own working library, consisting 
of tandard reference books in English, erman and 
Fr nch, while additional books needed for advanced work 
procured from the Boston Society of atural Hi tory 
or from university libraries. 
MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS 
The ob ervatory has a telescope of five and one-fourth 
inch aperture, the object glass of which was made by 
van lark & on. It is also supplied with a tran it of 
20 KENYON COLLEGE 
two inche(aperture and a sidereal clock. The Departm nl 
of Astronomy owns a set of Trouvelot astronomi al 
drawings. 
The income of the Delano Astronomical Fund i u 
for the observatory. 
For the use of students in surveying, the Departm n 
of Mathematics possesses an excellent tran it, Y I I 
plane table, draughting machine, and compass, with th 
neces ary appurtenances. 
THE BEDELL LECTURESHIP 
A fund of five thousand dollar establish d by i hop 
and Mr . Bedell provides for biennial lectur on th 
vid nces of Natural and Revealed Religion, or the R I,· 
tion of Science to Religion. These lecture ar gi · 
very second year on Founders' Day, which i eel bra 
on the Festival of All Saints. The publication of th 
l ctures is provided for. 
The following lectures have been delivered: 
The Rt. Rev. John Williams, D.D., LL.D., "The World' 
to Christ." 1881. 
The Rt. Rev. Henry Cotterell, D.D., "R vealed Religion in I 
Relation to the Moral Being of God." 1883. 
The Rt. Rev. Hugh Miller Thompson, D.D., "The World and 
Logo ." 1885. 
The Rev. James McCosh, S.T.D., LL.D., "The Religious 
of Evolution." 18 7. 
The Rev. David H. Greer, D.D., "The Historical Christ, the 
ower of History." 18 9. 
The Rt. Rev. Arthur Cleveland Coxe, D.D., LL.D., "Hol 
and Modern Thought." 1 91. 
Th Rt. R v. William A. Leonard, D.D., "Th 
Am rican Church to Pure Christianity." 1 93. 
h t. Rev. Boyd Vincent, D.D., "God and Prayer; the 
of ray r .'' 1895. 
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Th Rev. William Reed Huntington, D.D., "A National Church." 
1 7. 
Th R v. Morgan Dix, D.D., D.C.L., "The Supernatural Character 
f th Christian Religion." 1899. 
Th Rt. R v. Henry C. Potter, D.D., D.C.L., "Man, M n, and 
Th ir Master." 1901. 
Th Rt. Rev. William Croswell Doane, D.D., "Evid n , ix-
J ri nee, Influence." 1903. 
'fh Rt. Rev. Arthur C. A. Hall, D.D., "The Relations of aith 
nd Lif ." 1905. 
Th Rt. Rev. Thomas F. Gailor, D.D., Bishop of T nn 
hri tian Church and Education." 1909. 
Th R v. George F. Smythe, D.D., "The Sh ph rd of Isra 1: 
n ribution to the Evidenc of Rev aled Religion." l!Hl. 
Th R v. George Hodge , D.D., D an of the Cambridg Divinity 
hool, "The Church in the Fourth C ntury." 1913. 
THE LARWILL LECTURESHIP 
Thi fund of ten thousand dollars is the gift of Jo ph 
H. Larwill, Esq., of the class of 1855. The income is 
vailable for occasional lecture or for courses of lectur s on 
bject of general interest. The Founder de ires that at 
t very third year a lecture or a course of 1 cture , 
philo ophical in tone, shall be delivered on one of the e 
t subjects: "What can I know? What ought I to do? 
For what can I hope?" 
At the discretion of the College F;_culty, lectures 
delivered on the Foundation may be published. 
Among the recent occasional lectures on this Foundation have b n 
'P of or Brander Matthews of Columbia Univer ity; Hamilton 
Hol , managing editor of the New York Jndepend nt; Dr. Svante 
rrh nius, of the University of Stockholm; Professor Anatole Lebraz, 
f he University of Rennes; Dr. Reginald Campbell, of the City 
T ple, London, Eng.; Dr. Talcott Williams, Dean of the Pulitzer 
hool of Journali m, Columbia University; William Butler Yea , 
Ydn Y G orge Fisher, LL.D., Canon James O. Hannay, ilfrid 
rd, Eugene Brieux, James M. Taylor, LL.D., ex-Pr ident of 
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Vassar College, Lady Gr gory, Alfred Noyes and Amba ador. tyro 
T. H rrick. 
ormal academic courses have been deliver d a folio\ : 
nator from hi 
THE KING PRIZES 
Through the g nero ity of Mr. Ralph King of 
priz amountin to $100 are offered annually to mem . 
of th Freshman and ophomore cla e for excellen 1 
writing and in public peaking. Fir t Prize of ran~ 
ond Prize of $15 ar given to each cla the award '. 
mad at ommencement by the Departm nt of En I 
for the work of th year. 
SCHOLARSHIP AND BE EFICIARY 
Th charg 
r mi t d to th on of clergymen and to po ulan 
oly rd r . Limited appropriation 
Ian for Holy rder by the Truste 
nd and by the Joint Education ommi 
in hio. 
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11 cholarships are held subject to the followin regula-
i n of the Faculty: "All students holding scholar hips 
f any kind shall be required to maintain an average 
d of two and one-half, to observe reasonable economy 
m xpenditure, and to refrain from behavior which will 
u j ct them to college discipline." 
' ) E DOWED SCHOLARSHIPS. 
The Alfred Blake Scholar hips, three perpetual scholarships, cov ring 
ition, the gift of Mrs. Alfred Blake, of Gambier. 
T French Prize Scholarship, a perp tual scholar hip cov ring 
ui ion in K nyon College, the gift of Mrs. Robert Fr nch, of Gambi r, 
b awarded to the student of the Preparatory Department standing 
hi h t in grade and deportment. 
Thr Ai tin Badger Scholar hip, of $1,400, found d by b qu t of 
tin Badger, of M dina, Ohio. The income is to be award d only 
tud nt preparing for the ministry. 
T Nash Scholarships, of $10,000, founded by b quest of Job M. 
h, of Cincinnati. The income provides for thr scholar hips of 
abou 200 each. 
The Thomas A. McBride Scholarship, of $2,000, founded by bequest 
f r. Mary A. McBride, of Wooster, Ohio, in m mory of her son, 
Thomas . McBride, of the class of 1867. 
T Southard Scholarship, of 2,500, the gift of Mr. G orge F. 
outhard, of the class of 1873. Preference is to be given to a student 
in r gular standing. 
T John W. Andrews, Jr., Scholarship, of $3,000, the gift of Hon. 
ohn W. Andrews, of Columbus, Ohio, in memory of his son. 
T Carter Scholarship, of $5,000, the gift of Mrs. Carter, of Albany, 
York, in memory of her husband, the Rev. George Galen Carter, 
.T.D., of the class of 1864, and his father, the Rev. Lawson Carter, 
I of Cleveland, Ohio. The income provides for two scholarships 
nd in making appointments preference is to be given to po tulants 
f Ord rs, especially to such postulants as are sons of clergymen. 
T Carnegie Scholarship Fund, of $25,000, the gift of ndrew 
C n gie, Esq. Grants from the income of this fund are made to 
Y and deserving students for the payment of Colleg bills. Po tu-
n for Holy Orders are ineligible. 
The Philo Sherman Bennett Scholarship, of 500, assigned to Kenyon 
ll e by the Hon. William J. Bryan as administrator for r · 
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B nn tt. The income of this fund is to be given tone dy and d 
tud nts. 
(b) LOAN FUNDS. 
The Curti Fund, which now amounts to over $2 ,000. 
Y action of the Board of Truste , eight schola 
oil g are off er d ach year to male graduat of high choo 1 
tate of Ohio. The application mu t state that the · 
n ary to enable the student to pursue a course at K nyon 
and must be signed by both the applicant and his father or 
rtificate from th principal of the high chool tifyin 
1 tual profici ncy and moral character is al o r quir d. Th 
hip cover tuition. 
ADMISSION 
Tn the following statement the term "Unit" m n a 
u of study of five recitation periods aw ek continu d 
hr u h a full school year. For entrance to all c ll e 
u fifteen such Units are required. The pa im-
m liat ly following contain a detailed description of th 
ibj that will be accepted as Units for admi ion. 
TABLE OF REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
R THE CLASSICAL COURSE: 
R HE PHILOSOPHICAL COURSE: 
15 
3 
2 
1 
2 
15 
FOR THE SCIENTIFIC CouR E: 
IT 
English ... . ...... . ...... 3 
Mathematics .. . ... . .. 4 or 3 
Foreign Languag .... 3 or 4 
History ..... . . . ... . ..... 1 
Sciences ... . ...... . ...... 2 
Additional . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
15 
The following table shows the minimum and maximum 
ounts which will be accepted in each subject: 
UNITS ITS 
English ... .. ......... 3 or 4 German ....... . ........ 1-3 
fathematics . .. . . .. . .. 3 or 4 History ................. 1-3 
Latin ............. . .... 1-4 Sciences ... . ............ 1-3 
Gr k ....... . ... .. ..... 1-3 Drawing ................ 1 
r nch ..... . ...... . . . .. 1-3 Shopwork ............... 1 
25 
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n amination in compo ition will be r quir 
n tud n . 
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GENERAL READING. The iud nt 
ten Units, two from each of the five foll wing 
r up . Each unit is et off by semicolon . 
F r any unit of this group a unit from any oth r up 
na ub tituted. 
tR P II. SHAKESPEARE. Midsummer N ight's Dr m, 
f rel ant of Venice, As You liike It, Twelfth ight, The 
T mp t, Romeo and Juliet, King John, R ichard II, 
· hard III, Henry V, Coriolanus, Julius sar, Mac-
H mlet. If not chosen for study under B. 
R P III. PROSE FICTION. Malory: Morte d'Arthur 
(a ut 1 0 pages); Bunyan: Pilgrim's Progr ss, P rt I; 
if : Gulliver's Traiels (voyages to Lilliput and to rob-
din ag); Defoe: Robinson Crusoe, Part!; Gold mith: Vicar 
of l k ~eld; Frances Burney: Ei1elina; Scott's ov ls: any 
n · Jane Austen's Novels: any one; Maria Edgeworth: 
l Rackrent, or The Absentee; Dickens' ovel : any 
n ; Thackeray's ovels: any one; George Eliot's 
ov I : any .one; Mrs. Gaskell: Cran! ord; Kingsl Y: 
J · rd Ho! or Hereward, the Wake; Reade: The 
• t rand the Hearth; Blackmore: Lorna Doon ; Hugh : 
T. Brown's Schooldays; Stevenson's Treasure Island, or 
PP d, or Master of Ballantrae; Cooper ovel : any 
· Po : elected Tales· Hawthorne: The Ho e of the 
Gables, or Twice T~l,d Tales, or Mosses f rorn an Old 
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Manse. A collection of Short Stories by variou tand 
writer . 
ROUP IV. ESSAYS, BIOGRAPHY, ET . ddi on a 
t 1 : The Sir Roger de Coverley Papers, or l ct '01 fr 
the Tatler and pectator (about 200 pag ) ; B I: 
l ctions from the Life of Johnson (about 2 pa · 
ranklin: Autobiography; Irving: elections from 
ketch Book (about 200 pages); or liiJe of Gold n · · 
u h y: Life of Nelson; Lamb: elections from th E 
of Elia (about 100 pag ) ; Lockhart: el ctior fro 
Li} of cott (about 2 O pages); Thackeray: Leet'' 
wift, Addison, and Steele in the English Humor· t ; . • 
aulay: ny one of the following ay : Lord l 
Warr n Ha ting , Milton, Addison, Goldsmith, Fr d · 
Gr at, Madam d 'Arb lay; Trev lyan: el ctio1 fro 
Li} of Macaulay (about 200 pag ) ; u kin: a 
Lili , or elections (about 150 pag ) ; ana: T 
B if ore the Mast; Lincoln: elections, including a I 
two Inaugurals, the p ekes in I ndepend nc Hall a d 
G ttysburg, the Last Public Addres , the L tt r <> H 
Gr ely, together with a brief memoir or timateof · 
arkman: The Oregon Trail; Thoreau: Wal.d 1 ; L-0 
l cted Essays (about 150 page ) ; Holmes: Th A 
of the Br akfast Table; tevenson: An Inla1d o 
Trat'els ith a Donkey; Huxley: Autobiograp 
el ctions from Lay Sermons, including the addr. 
lmproz1ing atural Knowledge, A Liberal Ed a 
Pi ce of halk; A collection of E ay by Bacon 
Quincey, Hazlitt, Emerson, and later write · a 
tion of Letters by various standard writers. 
ROUP v. POETRY. Palgrave: Go Tr 
ri ) ooks II and III, with pecial a 
ryden, ollin , Gray, owper, and Burn ·. P 1 
Gold n Tr a ury (Fir eries) Book I 1 
a ntion t ord worth ea and helley (if no ch , , 
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unrl r tudy); Goldsmith: The Traveller and The De erted 
'llag ; Pope: The Rape of the Lock; a collecti n of 
T n li h and cottish ballads, as, for example, some Robin 
11 d ballads, The Battle of Otterburn, King E tmere, Young 
lJ ichan, Bewick and Grahame, Sir Patrick pens, and a 
I ti n from later ballads; Coleridge: The A nci nt 
hristabel, and Kubla ff han; Byron: hilde 
llarold, anto III or IV, and The Prisoner of hillon; 
tt: The Lady of the Lake or Marmion; Macaulay: The 
TA of Ancient Rome, The Battle of Naseby, The rmada, 
1 r · Tennyson: The Princess, or Gareth and Lyn tt , 
f.i(n lot and Elaine, and The Passing of Arthur; Browning: 
a li r Tunes, The Lost Leader, How They Brought th 
, d wsfrom Ghent to Aix, Home Thoughts from Abroad, 
H n Thoughts from the Sea, An Incident of the French 
n p Herre Riel, Pheidippides, My Last Duchess, Up at a 
l 'llo- Down in the City, The Italian in England, The 
P tr· ot, The Pied Piper, ''De Gustibus' '-, I nstans Tyrannus; 
old: Sohrab and Rustum and The Forsaken Merman; 
1 tions from American Poetry, with especial attention 
, Lowell, Longfellow, and Whittier. 
DY. This part of the requirement is intende as a 
ural and logical continuation of the student's earlier 
din . Greater stress is laid upon form and tyle, the 
ac meaning of words and phrases, and the under tand-
in of allusions. For this close reading the books are 
~ged in four groups, from each of which one selection 
be made. 
ROUP I. DRAMA. Shakespeare: Julius Caesar, Ma~­
Hamlet. 
ROUP II. POETRY. Milton: L'Allegro, Il Penseroso, 
nd ither Comus or lAJcidas; Tennyson: The Coming of 
r: r, The Holy Grail, and The Passing of Arthur; the 
1 tion from Wordsworth, Keats, and helley in Bo k 
I of Palgrave's Golden Treasury (First Series). 
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ROUP III. ORATORY. Burke: Speech on 01 1' . 
with America; Macaulay: Speech on opyright, 
Lincoln: Speech at Cooper Union; Washington: Far 
Address, and Webster: First Bunker Hill Oratio1 . 
ROUP IV. ESSAYS. Carlyle: Essay on Bums, wi ha 
sel ction fiom Burns's Poems; Macaulay: Life of Joh1 · 
Emerson: Essay on M anriers. 
2. FouR UNITS. In addition to the preceding a fou 
unit may be offered in English Composition. 
Mathematics (Three or Four Unit ) 
1. THREE UNrr . (a) Algebra (one and on 
units), through Simultaneous Quadratic Equation · 
(b) lane Geometry (one unit). . 
(c) Solid eometry, or Advanced Algebra, or T · 
onometry (one-half unit). 
thorough review of Algebra and Geometry hould 
completed during the year preceding entranc to 11 
2. FOUR UNITS. In addition to the precedin 
remaining two of the following subjects: 
(a) Solid Geometry. 
(b) Advanced Algebra, including the theory of 
arithms, Series, Determinants and Partial Fraction· 
Elementary Theory of Equations (one-half unit). 
(c) Plane Trigonometry, with special attentio? to 
derivation of formulae and the accurate olution 
checking of problems (one-half unit). 
Latin (One, Two, Three or Four Unit } 
1. ONE UNIT. Latin grammar with easy readin 
sisting of twenty or thirty pages of connected te. t. In 
written exercise the long vowels should be marked, 
all oral exerci es pain should be taken to make th 
nunciation conform to the quantities. . . 
The student hould be trained from the beginru 
gr P the meaning of the Latin before tran lating and 
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or nd r into idiomatic English; and should be taught to 
· th Latin aloud with intelligent expression. 
2. Two UNIT . In addition to the pr ceding, el ction 
fr m ae ar's Gallic War equivalent in amount to four or 
fi b k ; selections from N epos may be tak n a a 
u itute for an amount not exceeding two books. Th 
uiv 1 nt of at least one period a week in pro comp i-
i n a d on aesar. Frequent written ex rci e and 
n 1 ti on at sight from aesar. 
• THREE UNIT . In addition to the pr c din , i 
r i n of icero, including th M anilian Law. allu t' 
t'l't will be accepted as a substitute for an quival nt 
m unt of icero. 
Th quivalent of at least one period a we k in pr 
mp ition, ba ed on icero. Frequent written x rci 
nd tran lation at sight from icero. 
OUR UNITS. In addition to 1 and 2, Virgil' lEn id. 
portion of this may be substituted selections fr m 
onstant practice in the metrical r ading of atin 
quivalent of at least one period a w ek in pro e 
mp ition. Frequent translation at sight from Virgil 
nd vid. 
Greek (One, Two or Three Units) 
E UNIT. Grammar. Anabasis, twenty page . 
udent should have constant practice in reading 
1r k aloud and in translating into Greek. Syntax i b t 
u h in connection with the text read, but the most 
imp rtant paradigms should be learned before beginning 
h nclJasis. 
2. Two UNITS. In addition to the preceding, Anabasis 
reek prose based on the Anabasis should be written 
i1 . 
• THREE UNIT . In addition to 1 and 2, Anabasis 
,i 't!v.iewPd, Iliad, not less than 19 O lines. Mythology and 
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scansion should be taught in connection with th l l' 
r ek prose based on the Anabasis. 
G rman (On , Two or Thr Unit ) 
. 0 E IT. areful drill in pronunci ion' 
m ntary grammar including a thorough kno 1 
form and simpl syntax; reading of about r 
of easy modern German, mainly narrativ pr 
m ntary drill in speaking and writing erman. 
2. Two U ITS. urther study of the 
including a more thorough treatment of yn 
tinued practice in writing and peaking German · 
in addition to 1, of about 250 pag of modern 
from tandard authors. 
3. THREE U I • Continuation of the tud 
grammar, compo ition and conversa ion· he 
addition to 1 and 2 of about 40 pag of cl 
m d rn erman pro e and po try. 
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History (One, Two or Three Units) 
1. GENERAL HISTORY. As much as is contained in 
y rs' s General History. 
2. (a) GREEK HISTORY. Myers'sorBotsford'sHistory 
of Greece or an equivalent (one-half unit). 
( ) ROMAN HISTORY. Allen's History of the Roman 
P ople or Botsford's Roman History (one-half unit). 
. ENGLISH HISTORY. The equivalent of Andrews' 
r heney's History of England, with collateral reading. 
4. UNITED STATES HISTORY. A comprehensive course 
~ don such a text as Adams and Trent or McDonald's 
hn ton's, with considerable collateral reading. 
. (a) UNITED STATES HISTORY. John Fiske's His-
t r of the United States or an equivalent (one-half unit). 
(b) POLITICAL SCIENCE, as much as is contained in 
ohn Fiske's Civil Government in the United States (one-
h If unit). 
Science (One, Two or Three Units) 
. ELEMENTARY PHYSICS. An amount of work equiva-
1 nt to that in the text of Carhart and Chute, Hoadley, or 
illikan & Gale is required. Particular attention should 
given to the practical laboratory methods, and the 
lution of numerical problems. 
2. ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY. A course including both 
laboratory work and class room work in Inorganic Chemis-
. The following recent text-books may be taken to 
indicate the work desired: Brownlee's First Principles of 
n istry, or Hessler & Smith's Essentials of Chemistry, or 
cPherson & Henderson A First Course in Chemistry. 
3. GENERAL BIOLOGY. Adaptation to environment, 
protective resemblance, variation, etc., should be studied. 
eneral study of the activity and local distribution of 
ical forms of life. Laboratory work is essential. 
yer' Elementary Biology, or selections from Daven-
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RULES FOR ADMISSION 
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r dit for certificates and accords full standing in Coll g . Im-
m iat ly before the Thanksgiving recess, mid-semest r xamination 
r iv n to all new men. To be matriculated a stud nt mu t maintain 
· ing grade in at least twelve hours of work, to b d t rmin d by 
tanding and the mid-semester examinations. Stud nts who 
o matriculate may be continued upon probation, but failur to 
p in nine hours of work at the end of the semester drop th m from 
11 
pplicants for admission who lack preparation in Gr k, G rman 
r Fr nch, will be given an opportunity in Colleg to mak up in on 
f th languages not more than two units of defici ncy. 
Advanced Standing 
andidates for advanced standing will b xamin d in 
11 pr cribed studies antecedent to the de ir d rad , in-
1 din the requirements for admission to coll g and in 
u h 1 ctive studies as shall be chosen by th candidat 
n approved by the Faculty. 
udents from other colleges will be admitted to such 
anding as the Faculty may deem equitable in ach ca . 
ndidate are required to present a certified statement 
f he tudies they have pursued and their proficiency 
h r in, together with a catalogue of the college from which 
h y come. 
COURSES OF STUDY 
THE OUR E. Four y ar 
36 
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later. Advanced work in mathematics and in 
phy ic is prescribed and numerous electives are off red 
in the cientific subjects which are fundamental for t ch-
ni 1 training. Students who complete this cour e with 
h proper electives in science are able to make third year 
anding in engineering schools of the first grad . The 
d of Bachelor of Science is conferred upon the com-
pl ti n of this course. 
PECIAL CouR ES. tudents are urged to enter on of 
f ur regular courses but in individual cas s permi ion 
k special work is granted. Students who int nd to 
y ngineering can thus complete in thr year a 
uffi i nt amount of work in general cience to cur 
ra tically two years of advanced credit in a good t chnical 
h 1. y this means such students enjoy the advantag 
f h personal instruction and the academic atmosph r 
fa lit rary college, with little sacrifice of time. 
CONSPECTUS OF COURSES OF STUDY 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
LL COURSES: HOURS 
English 1 and 2*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
fa hematics 1, 2 or 3, 4 t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Physical Training 1, 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
ICAL:t 
Gr k or Latin ......................................... 3 
Other Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Chemistry 1, 2 or Physics 1, 2 ............................ 4 
number identift the course as described in th D partm nts of I 'on. 
h stud nt must complete in Colleg th two courses in Mathema i that 
Ol!Jn• 0 """' offered for entrance. 
'fie studen presenting only 3 units of Mathematics for ntran mu 
1athematics 1, 2, 3, 4. 
. 'cal.students must complete in College four years of Cl 'cal UP:n 
begun m College, it must be carried two y rs; if no Gr k lanKUa ta 
11 and 12 must be taken. 
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HILOSOPHICAL:* 110 
G rman ............................................ ... 8 
Fr nch .......................................... .... · 8 
Ch mistry 1, 2 or Physics 1, 2 ..................... · · · · · · · 8 
SCIENTIFIC: 
G rman ......................................... ...... 8 
Fr nch .............................. · · · · · · · · · · · ······· 
Chemistry 1, 2 ........................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
LL COURSES: 
E~glish 3, 4 .......................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·' . ! 
Bible 1, 2 ..................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. .... . I 
hysical Training 3 ..... ..... .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
LA ICAL: 
One Ancient Language .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... ' ... 3 
One Modern Languag .................. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
~~:~~:~~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : a 
PHILOSOPHICAL: 
Two Languages ...................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
~~:~~~ ~~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . : s 
CIENTIFIC: 
One Language ......................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Ch . t 3 ....... M:t:::~i~ 5; 6 ~~d· Ph~~i~· i,' 2: ~; Bi~i~~ ·1, ·2 ~~~i El . 
Scienc ............................ · · · · · · ······· 
Of the above, the choice of optional courses mu t be for 
Y ar. o restriction is put upon the electives. 
•AU f~ phical tud n m 
of h. Y m be in on 
C OURSES OF STUDY 
r t F. ,TIVE COURSES OPEN TO SOPHOMORES: 
Gr k 1-8, 11, 12. 
Latin 3, 4. 
rman 1-6. 
1'r nch 1-4. 
• panish. 
Italian. 
Chemistry 3-8. 
Biology 1, 2. 
Physics 1-4. 
Mathematics 3-13 . 
11 1 ctives are three-hour courses. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
39 
History 1, 2, 10. 
Political Scienc 1-4. 
Economics 1, 2. 
En lish 5, 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
1-fi tory 7, 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
T o major courses of the Sophomore year must b continu d 
thr u h th Junior year, and other 1 ctives chos n to bring th ntir 
m un of work up to sixte n hours. 
Pam PHICAL: HOURS 
n li h 5, 6 .... ... ........ . ....... . . . ... . ............. . 1 
Hil'ltory 7, 8 .... .. .. . .. . ....... . ... . ... ... .............. 3 
1 Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
1 ophomore Course continued . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
El ctiv ... . . . . .. ..... . ... . . . .. ... . . .. . . . . . ........... 6 
I • TIFI : HOURS 
Higl~; ~: ~ .. ::: :::: :'::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: ~ 
Phy ics• 3, 4 and Mathematics 9, 10, or Biology• 3, 4 and 
Elective Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
El ctives ... . .. ... . . ... . ... . . . . . .. . ...... . ...... . ...... 6 
TIVE COURSES OPEN TO JUNIORS: 
English 9, 10, 
13-16, 19-25. 
Gr k 5-14. 
Latin 5- . 
G rman 1-10. 
r nch 1-10. 
pani h. 
Italian. 
Chemistry 5-10. 
Biology 1-8. 
Physics 1-7. 
Mathematics 5-18. 
Astronomy. 
U lectives are three-hour courses. 
History 1-6. 
Political Science 1-6. 
Economics 1-8. 
Philo ophy 1-4. 
The Bible 4, 6. 
~  option in Science of the Sophomore year must be continued in th Junior 
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SENIOR YEAR 
ALL COURSES: HO 
English 7, 8 ................................ ...... · · · 
In all courses one major course of the Junior y ar mu t l 
tinu d through the Senior year, and other lective cho n to b 
th entire amount of work up to sixteen hours. 
ELECTIVE COURSES OPEN TO SENIORS: 
Engli h 11-25. 
Gr ek 5-14. 
G rman 3-10. 
Latin 5-8. 
Fr nch 3-10. 
Spanish. 
Italian. 
Chemistry 9-12. 
Biology 3-10. 
Physics 3-7. 
Mathematics 7-18. 
Astronomy. 
Hi tory 3-6. 
Political i 
Economi I·. 
Philo. ophy I · 
Th Bibi ,6. 
tud nts intending to study Theology will be p rmi d pr 
a nior I ctives Philosophy 1 and 2, and twelve hou of the 
of the Junior year at Bexley Hall. 
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION 
ENGLISH 
PROFESSOR REEVES 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR LOCKERT 
1 2. Written and Oral Exercises, ba ed upon hon tic 
prin ipl , in which deficiencies of speech are explain in 
i nal conferences, and overcome by practice befor th 
1· ' . Narrative and de criptive theme are read aloud 
f r c rrection by the instructor. In the second m t r, 
F. n 1i h 2, the e says are expository and argumentative, 
1 d bates affording opportunity for p aking. Thr 
h r a week, required of all Fre hmen. The King priz 
offered for excellence in speaking. ROF R 
E ·'VE AND LOCKERT. 
, 4. ENGLISH LITERATURE. A survey cour e, · up-
1 rn nt d by carefully written themes, read before the 
1 after correction. Addresses and debates are r quir d 
1 n topics of enduring interest in history and literature. 
uir d of all Sophomores, three hours a week. Manly' s 
and Poetry is used as a text. The King priz for 
Hence in speaking are offered to Sophomores. RO-
RS REEVES and LOCKERT. 
6. EXPOSITION AND ARGUMENTATION. Weekly exer-
required of all Juniors. In the first semester the 
hnique of exposition is practiced; in the second semes-
a tudy is made of the nature of evidence, methods of 
induction, and the drawing of a brief. PRO FE OR 
KERT. 
. PUBLIC SPEAKING. All Seniors are required to 
are a weekly exercise upon a subject of pr ent 
t. tage presence, the psychology of attention, and 
----
indicate first semester; even numerals cond 
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lementary dramatic exercises are studied in the ond 
semester. For many years, upon a vote of the gradua in 
class, a classical English play has been pre ented. PRO-
FES OR REEVES. 
9. ELIZABETHAN DRAMA. A survey of the drama ( 
15 0 to 1642, with Neilson's Chief Elizabethan Drama· 
as a text. Introductory to Shakespeare. El ctiv f 
Juniors and Seniors. PROFESSOR LOCKERT. Off red in 
1917-1 . 
10. SHAKESPEARE. Elective for Juniors and ni 
Offered each year. PROFESSOR REEVE . 
11. THE CONTEMPORARY DRAMA. Elective for Juni 
and Seniors, with Dickinson's The Chief ont mpora 
Plays as a text. Alternate year , not offered in 1917·1 
12. TENNYSON and ROWNING. El ctive for ni 
omplete texts of each poet are required, and their 
trasting arts explained. Elective for enio . 
ach year. PROFESSOR REEVES. 
13 and 14. ANGLO-SAXON and the HISTORY OF THEE .. 
LISH LANGUAGE. The historical basis of Engli h idiom. 
explained in the reading and philological study of An 
axon literature. The sources of English grammar 
studied, and the vitality of the language illustra ed b 
reference to the vernacular. This course is nee f 
certificate from the department of capacity ~ 
English. Three hours a week, elective for Juruo a 
eniors. PROFESSOR REEVES. 
15. SHORT STORY WRITING. Exercises in the tec~niq 
of the Short Story, with study of models. Elec 1" f ~ 
Juniors and Seniors, alternate years; offered in 1 1 
PROFES OR LOCKERT. 
16. ARGUME TATIO and DEBATE. One debate a 
required, and a good delivery is insisted upon. El 
All cours thr e hours unless otherwise stated. 
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f r uniors and Seniors. PROFESSOR LOCKERT. Offer din 
I. 1 -17. 
17. HAUCER, LANGLAND AND WYCLIF. FOURTEENTH 
h TURY STUDIES. Elective for Juniors and enior . 
ff r din 1917-18. PROFES OR REEVES. 
1 . THE ROMANTIC POET . The culmination of Engli h 
manticism in Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, h 11 y 
nd K ats. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Offer d in 
1 17-1 . PROFESSOR LOCKERT. 
GREEK 
PROFESSOR NEWHALL 
1, 2. RAMMAR; Anabasis, Book I. Optional f r 
lmi ion to lassical Cour e. Elective in other c ur e . 
3 . nabasis, II-IV; Iliad, 1900 line . Pro e compo i-
ptional for admission to the Clas ical 
iv in other course . 
. LYSIAS, or elections from Attic Orator . rose 
mp ition. Optional for the Classical Course. our es 
pr r quisite. 
. ODY EY, Selections or Herodotus. Private life of 
reeks. Optional for the Classical Course. 
PLATO. Laches and Apology. History of Greek 
i ra ure (Prose). Optional in the Classical Cour e. 
5 and 6 prerequisite. 
OPHOCLES, Antigone or Oedipus Tyrannus. Aris-
han , Clouds or Frogs. History of Greek Literature 
(F ) . Optional in the Classical Course. Cour es 5-7 
ui ite. 
· iE CHYLUS. Prometheus or Septem. Euripides, 
i or Medea. The Greek Drama and Theatre. 
ive for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 5-8 prerequi ite. 
mate years. 
indicate first semester; even numerals cond 
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10. ELE TIONS FROM THE LYRIC POET R L I · 
r k mu ic and metres. Elective for Junior and. ni . 
our 5- prerequisit . Alternat year . 
11. HOMER IN ENGL! H. The entire Iliad and dy 
with 1 ctur on Homeric Life and the Homeric u · 
N knowledge of reek required. Alternate y ar.. F. I 
tiv for o homore , Juniors and enior . IT r 
16-17. 
2. 
LATIN 
ROFE OR MAN I G 
• VIRGIL. JEneid, ooks 1-VI. Requir for ad · 
sion to lassical our e. Both sem ter . 
1. LIVY. In truction in Grammar and in th a 
reading Latin. Prose omposition. Optional for 
m n. 
2. LATI OETS, fe.ections. Grammar. Pr " 
po ition. ptional for Fre hmen. 
3. PLINY THE You GER. Letter . Readin a 
ptional for ophomores. our 1 and 2 pr r 
4. HOR CE, elections from the Od , 
pi t1 . tudy of the poet's life and tim . 
ophomor . our 1-3 prer qui ite. 
5. T CITU . elections from the Hi tor · r 
ding at ight. tudy of the firs cen urY of 
thr hou unl ated. 
DEPARTMENTS OF IN TRU TION 
J. mpire. Elective for Juniors and enior . our 
pr r qui ite. Alternate years. Offer din 1916-17. 
45 
. JUVENAL AND MARTIAL. Study of oman rivat 
T if . Elective for Junior and eniors. our 1-
pr qui ite. Alternate years. Offered in 191 - 7. 
7. LAUTUS AND TERENCE. Reading at sight. tu y 
f he hi tory of the Roman Drama. El ctive f r Junior 
nd eniors. ourses 1-4 prerequisite. It rnat y ar . 
Tr in1917-18. 
ICERO, Letters. tudy of the author' lif 
im . Elective for Juniors and S nior . 
r r qui ite. Alternate years. Offered in 1 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
ROFES OR LARWILL 
A SISTANT PROFE SOR TOBAR 
ELEME TARY FRENCH. ronunciation, th ntial 
ammar, reading of simple prose and tran lation into 
nch of short English sentences. ooks: Fra r and 
ir, French Grammar; Aldrich and Fo ter, A Fr nch 
Rad r; Larousse, Histoire de France. 
2. ELEMENTARY FRENCH. Further study of grammar 
in c nnection with exercises in composition, reading of 
imee's Colomba and two similar texts. 
3 4. ECOND YEAR FRENCH. Reading of everal 
r r novel and plays by modern authors; compo ition 
n onver ation. 
6. GENERAL SURVEY OF FRE CH LITERATURE and 
ing of works representative of various important 
ov men . Cour es 3 and 4, or their equivalent, pr -
i ite. Offered in 1917-18. Books: Pelissier, Precis de 
l 11 · toire de la Literature Francaise; Vreeland and 
ichaud, Anthology of French Prose and Poetry. 
indicate first seme3ter; even numerals ond 
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13, 14. I H: First ours . Pronuncia i n, 
mar, impl composition, conv ation r in of 
pro . ooks: Epitome de la Gram4tica d la R 
Espanola; El libro de J uanito. 
15, 16. MODERN 
17, 1 . 
thr hours unl otb 
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION 
GERMAN 
PROFE SOR WET 
7 
INETEENTH ENTURY R SE. y ' L' rrab-
. ta; eine, Die Harzreise; We s lhoeft, G nnan E:r r-
. ; Thomas, Practical G rman Grammar. 
1. INETEENTH ENTURY P ETRY. 
and 
TUDIE IN INETEENTH CENTURY LITER T RE. 
treated as in 5, 6. ourses 1-4 prer qui it . 
HI TORY OF GERM LITERATURE. tudy of 
velopment of German Literature and reading of 
ion from representative authors of the mo t im-
nt periods. Priest, A Brief History of German 
· rat re; Hentschel, Hey and Lyon, Handbuch zur 
· ifiihrung in die deutsche Litteratur. Courses 1-4 pre-
i ite. 
our 1-4 are given each year. Of cour , one i 
· n each year, determined by the number of uden 
in it. For 1915-16 ourse 7, 8 was elec with 
'llparzer as the author; for 1916-17 Course 5, 6 wi h 
indicate first sem ter; even num ral cond 
KENYON COLLEGE 
CHEMISTRY 
ROFES OR WEIDA 
A SI TANT PROFESSOR JOHN 
MR. WOOD 
thr hours unl otherwi e ated. 
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p. Each student analyzes a number of unknown sub-
nce , both solids and liquids. Six hours each week in 
h laboratory with frequent conferences and recitations 
h ld in the classroom. 
TE:-When consent of instructor is obtained, the 
am unt of work done in Qualitative Analysi may be 
in r ed by continuing similar work through the cond 
m ter. 
4. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. A classroom cour e giving an 
utlin view or de criptive tudy of the mo t imp rtant 
mpounds of carbon. This course is nece ary t tho 
king forward to the study of medicine, and may e 
k n immediately after Course 2, if de ir d. 
L oratory work on Organic preparations i not in-
lu d in this course, but may be taken at th ame tim 
r f llowing a a separate course (see Course 6, 7). 
.. VANCED TOPICS I CHEMISTRY. 
clas room course open to Juniors and nior who 
had our es 1-4. The pecial subject vary from 
· ar to year, and have included the following cour 
(a) Reading of Chemical German (e ay and texts). 
r r qui ite, German as well as hemistry. 
(b) Advanced Organic Chemistry. 
(c) Theoretical Chemistry and Calculations. 
(d) History of Chemistry. 
HEMICAL PREPARATIONS. A laboratory cour 0 en 
only to those who have made a good record in h mi try 
of he fir t semester. The student himself prepar a 
lected list of materials that are being studied in the 
d riptive cour es. It may thus accompany our e 2 and 
or follow these. Thi work mu t ordinarily be don in 
he cond semester. Either 3 or 6 hour 'credit, according 
d numeral indicate fir t sem ter; even numerals ond 
r. 
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BIOLOGY 
PROFE OR WALTO 
The courses in this department are not only d -i .. 
for the general student, but also furni h pecial 
for students who expect to study medicine. 
1 2. GENERAL BIOLOGY. Thi cour e i 
primarily as an introduction to sub equent co 
on i ts of lectur recitations and labora o 
1 cted types of animals and plants. In addition 
thr hours unl otherwise stated. 
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neral interest are considered, such as the constituti n 
living matter, biogenesis and abiogenesis, th 11 
ry, variation, adaptation, mimicry, heredity, sel tion, 
r ction of organisms, etc. These exercises are uppl -
m nt d by occasional field excursions. Two laborat ry 
riods of two and one-half hours each and on hour 
ure a week. Elective for Sophomores, Junior and 
nior . 
OMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE VERTEBR TE . 
ture , recitations and laboratory work on v rt brat 
fr m Amphioxus to Man, with particular att nti n o 
mpari ons of the skeletal system, the nervou y t m, 
th circulatory system, etc. Text-book, Pratt, V rt brat 
Zo logy. Five hours' laboratory and one hour 1 tur a 
k. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. 1-2 
pr r qui ite. 
4. HISTOLOGY AND MICROTECHNii UE. Thi cour e is 
1 ly correlated with Course 3 of which it form th 
ntinuation. Permanent preparations are made of or~an 
nd ti ues which have been previously dissected, fixed and 
plac d in alcohol or imbedded in paraffine. Particular 
a ention is paid to the physiologic function of the various 
oup of cells. The theory of the microscope and method 
in microtechnique sectioning, staining, etc., are carefully 
con idered at the beginning of the course. Five hour 
laboratory and one hour lecture a week. Elective for 
Juniors and Seniors. 
5, 6. NEUROLOGY. A comparative study of the growth 
and tructure of the nervous system in the different 
group of animals, with particular attention to the mor-
phology of the central nervous system of the vertebrat · 
ive h~urs laboratory, one hour lecture a we~k: Electiv 
for Jumors and Seniors. Courses 1-4 prerequisite. Alter-
na years. Offered in 1916-17. 
Odd numerals indicate first semester; even numerals econd 
ter. 
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PHYSICS 
SIST T ROFE SOR JOH 0 
• LEMENTARY HYSIC • fir t cour d i 
acquaint th student with the general cont nt of 
cienc , both historically and in its incr asing r la io . 
daily life. It con i ts of lecture and r citation in hi 
mphasis i placed on the experimental and d · ri . i · 
rath r than on the mathematical ide of the ubJ 
Thre lectur and one laboratory period a k. F 
hour olleg er dit for tho e who do not pr nt 
tary phy ic for entrance. econd em ter only. 
1, 2. E ERAL HY IC • A course in colle pb 
following Phy ics and ntering more into he h · 
f phy ical ph nomena and the relation betw n 
an exp rim n han i po ible in the elemen . . 
h accompanying laboratory work i pure! quanti 
hr xperimental I ctur a week and at leas fift 0 
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION 6 
f laboratory work each semester. Open to all tudent 
ho have had Physics A or its equivalent, and who hav 
h d or are taking Mathematics 1 and 2. Four hours' 
r it. 
OTE :-Of the courses listed below, only a part are off r d ach 
Y ·· r, indicated by the accompanying dat . Th y ar al o o 
rr ng d that the advanced laboratory and th or tical cour may 
t k n in conjunction advantageously, in which cas six hour er dit 
'11 b given, e. g., as follows: 
Cour e 3 with course 7. 
Cours 4 with course 10. 
Course 5 with cour e 11. 
Course 6 with cour e 12. 
our 3, 4, 5 and 6 are primarily laboratory cours ach con-
of thr laboratory p riods a w k, of at 1 ast two hour a h. 
ionally a 1 ctur may be substituted for on of th p riod . 
- r r qui it : Physics 1 and 2, and Math mati 1 and 2. 
. EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS. 1916-17. 
EAT. A laboratory study of heat eff cts, chang 
in volume, thermometry, calorimetry, tran f r of h at-
n rgy, the mechanical equivalent of heat, tc. 1 16-17. 
OUND AND LIGHT. An experimental study of 
· rating bodies and wave motion in variou media, 
r fl tion, refraction, dispersion, color sensation, and 
p larization. 1917-18. 
. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS. Fundamental lec-
rical units, measurements of resistance, current, electro-
motive force, quantity, capacity, self- and mutual-induc-
ion. 1917-18 . 
. OTE:-Cour es 7, 8, 10, 11and12 are lecture and prob~em co 
h collateral reading. Open to those who hdve had Phy 1 1 and 2, 
d ho have had or are taking Mathematics 3 and 4. 
7 . THEORETICAL MECHANICS. An elementary course 
in analytical mechanics. 1916-17. 
1 . THEORY OF HEAT. An analytical study of h at 
~heat transferences, methods of heat measurement, 
indicate first semester; even num rals cond 
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the Kinetic Theory of Gases, and the thermodynami of 
heat ngines. 1916-17. 
11. THEORY OF LIGHT. A study of the und rlyi 
principles of Geometrical and Physical Optic . 117-1 · 
12. THEORY OF ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETI M. I · 
trostatics, electric circuit calculations and th th of 
l ctrical measuring instruments. 1917-1 . 
13, 14. DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINERY. ir C 
alternating current, in theory and practic . A pr· n ·. 
n ring course. Two lectures and one laboratory P riod 
week. Prer quisite: Physics 6 or 12. 
5. HISTORY OF PHYSICS. A cours of 1 ctur on h 
l ading phy icists of all age and their work. uppl 
m nt d with reports on collateral reading. p n to th 
who hav had Physics 1 and 2. 
16. ELECTRON THEORY. An advanced cour 
trolytic conduction, conduction of 1 ctricity 
gases, and radioactivity. Lectures and r por on 
lateral reading. Prerequisite: Physics 11 and 12 and 
Mathematics 7. 
MATHEMATICS AND CIVIL ENGi EERI G 
PROFESSOR ALLEN 
1. PLANE AND SPHERICAL TRIGO OMETRY. 
quired of all Freshmen not presenting an entrance equi · 
lent. 
2. ALGEBRA. Required of all Freshmen no P 
enting an entrance equivalent. 
3. A ALYTIC GEOMETRY. Text, Co-ordinate G 
ine and Thomp on. Required of cientific Fr bmen .. 
of other pre enting fathematic 1 for entrance. El 
f r ophomores. Course 1 prerequisite. 
11 hr e hours uni other · e tated. 
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4. ALCULUS. Text, The Calculus, Davis. R quir d 
f. i ntific Freshmen and others presenting Mathematic 
1 nd 2 for entrance. Elective for Sophomores. our 3 
pr r ui ite. 
, ALCULUS AND ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY. An 
mplification and extension of Course 4, which i pr -
r ui ite, along with the application of the alculu to 
\n· lytic Geometry. Eelctive for students who hav 
k n our e 4 or its equivalent. 
7, . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND LEAST QU RE . 
ur 6 prerequisite. This course is d ign d 
rimarily for students intending to study engin ring and 
h ir need are considered throughout. 1916-17. 
1 . DE RIPTIVE ASTRONOMY. (Alternat y ar ; 
'v n 1916-17.) 
1 , 12. PLANE SURVEYING. Text, aymond. Al 
T p RAPHIC AND RAILROAD SURVEYING. Off r d in 
1 17-1 . 
. FIELD WORK I SURVEY! G. Courses 11 and 12 
n inued and applied to concrete problems. Thre 
hundr d hours of office and field work given in the ix 
ks following Commencement. Offered in 1917-1 . 
-. DE CRIPTIVE GEOMETRY. Text, Descriptive Geom-
r , with Shades and Shadows and Perspective, Church. 
o 1 and 2 prerequisite. Given in 1916-17. 
16. ELEMENTARY MECHANICAL DRAWING. even and 
n half hours a week (3 hours' credit). iven in 1916- 7. 
HISTORY 
1, 2. MEDIEVAL AND MODERN EUROPE HIT RY. 
h period of history covered extends from the all of 
h Roman Empire and the Great Migration to the 
nch Revolution. The development of modern, in-
indicate first semester; even numeral cond 
66 
10. 
lat r 
KENYON COLLEGE 
ROFE OR 
uni o herwi ta . 
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12. THE PROTESTANT REVOLT. A study of the eco-
n mi , political and intellectual conditions which cau ed 
h rupture in the Catholic world; and also of the origin 
f m ern religious beliefs. Alternate year . Hi tory 1 
· nd 2 prerequisite. Offered in 1917-1918. 
R E SOR CAHALL. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PROFESSOR CAHALL 
1. AMERICAN GOVERNMENT. The national and tate 
m are discussed in lectures, r citation an bat . 
ti Beard's American Government and Politic and 
r adings for the same. Elective for ophomor , 
and enior . 
MERICAN GOVERNMENT. The municipal syst m 
nd i problem are the subject. Besid a study of th 
f n ion and needs of the American city att ntion i 
i n to the organization and administration of European 
i i . The text is "The American City," by W. . Munro. 
1 iv for Sophomores, Juniors and Senior . 
ONTEMPORARY POLITICS AND THE GOVER -
T F EUROPE. The course analyze the pr nt 
rnments of Europe in the light of their origin. Y 
udy of the vital problems of Europe since 1 70, it 
a mpts to explain the World War. Lectures, di cus ions 
nd r ports upon outside reading. Text, Frederic A. Ogg 
Go •ernments of Europe. Elective for ophomor , 
nior and eniors. Alternate years. Offered in 1916-17. 
. '"Iu ICIPAL Amn ISTRATIO . The problem of city 
mini tration will be taken up following a thorough review 
f he organization of city government. Open to Junior 
nd eniors. Alternate years. Offered in 1917-1 . 
d indicate fir t semester; even numerals cond 
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6. 
KENYON COLLEGE 
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY 
ROFE OR ELINGER 
Principl of 
thr hours unl other tated. 
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h neral theory of international commerce. ame re-
uir ments as Course 4. Second semester 1917-1 . 
BUSINESS 
7. OMMERCIAL LA w. The purpose of thi 
i familiarize the future business and prof 
m, n with the fundamental principles of the law n-
, negotiable instruments, agency, partner hip, cor-
r ti ns, sales, investments, insurance, real and p r onal 
r p rty. Text-book, class discussions, daily writt n 
pr I m , collateral reading. Open to all clas 
RINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING. While t chnical in 
m h d, this course aims at the interpretation of account 
h r than at the training of accountants. The int rpr -
i n of balance sheets and their relations, capital and 
r ting expenses, including the principles of valuation 
n ientific bookkeeping are studied experimentally. 
knowl dge of advanced bookkeeping is desirable, though 
n r uired. Open to all classes. 
BUSINESS ORGANIZATION. A study of modern 
in management, from the point of view of com-
cial efficiency. Scientific management as appli d to 
P ch e, sale and factory management; the psychology 
f advertising and the technique of salesmanship. 
I ratory course. Open to all classes. 
1 . COMBINATIONS. The principles of finance capital, 
including the functioning of the promoter, the pool, 
~ nopoly and trust, with reference to price, the labor 
I a ion and social and political welfare. A re earch 
. Prerequisites same as Course 4. 
SOCIOLOGY 
11. I TRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF OCIETY. n 
plication of the process concept to the forms of human 
iation. A cursory survey of the family, in its genetic 
Odd numerals indicate first semester; even numerals cond 
r. 
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MENTAL AND MORAL PHILO OPH 
3. HI TOR OF HILO OPHY. 
ri ical ou lin of 
hilo ophy i pr nted. 
----
thr hours uni ted. 
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m, n, A Beginner's History of Philosophy. El ctive for 
uni r and eniors. Alternate year . Offered in 17-1 . 
I~, IDENT PEIRCE. 
. METAPHYSICS. On the foundation furni h by 
a more thorough study of particular y t m 
phy is pursued. The critical philo ophy f 
nd th pre ent situation in philosophy are iv n p 
t n i n. ourse 3 prer quisite. El ctiv for Juni r 
nior. Alternate years. Offered in 1917-1 . 
R • !DENT PEIRCE. 
THE BIBLE 
PROFESSOR SMYTHE 
TRODUCTION TO THE IBLE. The stud nt i iv n 
d al of information regarding th comp iti n f 
ks of the Bible, their tran mi ion, th n n, 
ual criticism, translations, etc. In the latt r part of th 
m · r the history of the Hebrew people i studi d in 
Jin . ne hour a week. Requir d of ophomor . 
2. THE LIFE OF OUR LORD. An effort i made to 
nt to the student a clear picture of the Master, Hi 
ract r, ideals and work. The Gospel according to t. 
rk i the basis of this study. One hour a w k. Re-
of ophomores. 
. THE RELIGION OF ISRAEL. An introductory cour e. 
t Hi torical Bible is used, lectures are given, and a 
n 'd rable amount of outside reading is requir d. El c-
. • for Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years. ffer din 
7-1 . 
· THE ETHICAL TEACHING OF JESUS CHRI T. tudy 
h principles enounced by Christ, and of their applica-
. n. modern conditions and problems. El ctive for 
I and eniors. Alternate years. Offered in 1 16- 7. 
- indicate first semester; even numera cond 
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HYGIENE AND PHYSICAL TRAINING 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR KELLEHER 
thr hours unl 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
MATRICULAT ION 
F. h tudent on entering College is ign d o a 
m m r of he Faculty who acts as his sp cial advi r in 
II m ter p rtaining to his College work and lif . 
udent i admitted to matriculation wh n h 
ain d a ati factory probation, a de crib d n pa 
ri ulation gives accredited membership in th In titu-
. n ntitl the student to an honorable di mi al and i 
n ial to his obtaining a degree. The public x rcise of 
ri ulation occurs shortly after Thanksgiving r c 
h tudent then signs the following obligation: 
, the subscribers, undergraduates of Kenyon Coll , 
b ing now admitted to the rite of matriculation, do promise, 
ch for himself: 
1. That we will faithfully observe and obey the laws and 
gulations of the College, and all authoritative acts of the 
Pr ident and Faculty, so long as we are connected with the 
ollege; and as far as may be in our power, on all occasions 
will give the influence of our good example and pr pt to 
i nduc others in like circumstances to do the sam . 
2. As faithful sons of Kenyon College, we will render to 
as our Alma Mater, at all times and on all occasions, due 
onor and reverence, striving to promote her welfare by all 
prop r means, and abstaining carefully from all things that 
may tend to impair her influence or limit her usefuln as a 
minary of learning. 
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BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
degrees of achelor of Art , ache! r of hi! phy 
and achelor of cience are conferr d up n th c mpl i n 
f th cl ical, philosophical, and cientific 
r p ctiv ly. 
or a grad of 1 in any our an xtra er dit f on 
i allow d · thus a grad of 1 in a thr hour oun:. 
3 Yz hour toward graduation. 
Th Phi Beta K ppa Soci ty 
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ART 
raduat 
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ter of Arts by vote of the College Faculty. Each 
ndidate hall be assigned to the over ight of ome 
m mber of the College or Seminary Faculty, who shall b 
dir ior and judge of his work. This work shall con i t f 
ur of graduate study closely related to the work com-
pri d in the curriculum of Kenyon College and quival nt 
in amount to the studies of a full college year of fift n 
h ur per week, and shall include the comp! tion an 
pr ntation of a thesis embodying the r ul f thi 
w rk. This thesis hall be presented not later than May 
1 , and must be approved by the Director and two oth r 
m mbers of the Faculty. 
Th f charged for th Mast r's degr is $25.00, of which 
20.00 must be paid on admi ion as candidate and 5.00 
nc ompanying transmission of th thesis. 
Thi d gr may be also conferr d honoris cat a upon men 
of good attainments in literatur , sci nee, hi tory or philo-
ophy, who shall submit th or ays or publish d works 
indicative of such attainm nts. 
Further, this d gre may be conferr d on graduat of 
Bexley Hall who are graduates of Kenyon Colleg or of ome 
other in titution of equal standing, who shall fulfill th re-
quir m nts regarding the thesis as stated above and shall 
accompany the transmission of the same with the paym nt 
of the fee of 5.00. 
HOODS 
The American intercollegiate system of academic 
c tume has been adopted. For the Bachelor's degree the 
ood is black in color and not exceeding thr e feet in 
I ngth. It is of the same material as the gown and lined 
· h mauve silk, the College color. The binding or dging, 
no more than six inches in width, is distinctive of the 
faculty to which the degree pertains, as follow : , 
hi e; Theology, scarlet; Law, purple; Philo ophy, dark 
blue; cience, gold yellow. The hood for the aster' 
d ee is the same shape as the bachelor' but one foot 
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longer. The Doctor's hood is of the same len h th 
Ma ter's, but has panels at the side . 
EXAMINATIONS 
inal xarninations are held at th end of each 
and cover the work of the half year. 
tud nts ar r quired to take final examination in all 
subj cts. Any stud nt absenting hims If from uch amin · 
tions is r quir d to r peat th subj ct in cla and i not 
allow d to rnak it up by xaminations. 
inc 1901 all xarninations have b n h Id und r 
honor sy tern, which has achieved excellent r . ultl . Th 
f ll wing resolutions adopt d by joint action of ud 
nd faculty de crib the y tern : 
Resolved, That, subj ct to confirmation by th Facult 
and the Ass mbly, all examinations, wh ther original or n-
ditional, and all t sts and written lessons shall b ondu 
in accordanc with th principles of the Honor Sy m; and, 
That the Honor System shall b conducted folio : 
1. A committ of v n men, repr nting ach di · · 
of the stud nt body and made up of thr nio 
Juniors, one Sophomore and one Freshman, hall 
at the first Assembly m ting of each year. 
2. The duties of the committee shall be (a) to dra 
rul s to govern the examinations of each year; (b) to in 
gate any case of suspect d violation of the principl of 
Honor System, and to recommend to the Faculty for ul· 
ion any student found guilty of such violation. 
3. No instructor shall remain in the room h e 
inations, t ts, or written 1 ons are b ing held unl 
p cial r qu t of the cla ; and, 
That very tudent taking work in th Coll 
he following honor pledge, which shall b bindin a 
xaminations, te ts, or written lessons, o-wit: 
(Pledge. ) In view of the introduction of the Hono 
f xaminations I pledge myself to uppor tha 
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th utmo t of my ability, and not only myself to act in accord-
anc with what I conscientiously believe to be its pirit, but 
al o to ncourage others to do the sam and strongly to di -
ountenance any violation of it. 
CONDITIONS 
tudent whose grade falls below the pa ing 
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, and is expre sed by the mark of 4, is giv nan ppor-
unity to remove the condition by pas ing anoth r 
ina ion. Failure to pas thi examination d priv 
udent of credit in the subject. 
This xamination for th removal of condition i h Id not 
lat r than the middle of the followings m t r. 
RELIGIOUS SERVICES 
orning prayer are said daily in the oll e hurch. 
h Holy ommunion is celebrated every und y t 
h lf past even in the morning and also at half pa t ten 
n the first Sunday of the month. On aint ' ay the 
ly ommunion is celebrated at a quart r past nine in 
h morning. The choir is composed of Coll ge tudents. 
tudents are r quired to be present at Morning Pray rs 
v ry day and at the Church service on Sonday morning 
and the chief Holy Days. 
Every ab ence from or tardiness at Morning Prayers giv 
on mark for absence, and every absence from or tardin 
at a Church service at which attendance is requir d giv 
wo marks. A student is allowed thirty-five marks a m -
ter, and is suspended for the remainder of the sern ter if he 
exc ds that number. No application for excuse on any 
ground whatever is received from the student. 
DISCIPLINE 
egularity in the performance of all College duti i 
i i d upon, and any student who persistently neglec 
hi work i required to leave College. 
The Faculty reserves the right to suspend or remove any 
dent whenever it believes that the intere of the 
ollege require such action. 
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niors lect d by th stud nt body 
EXPENSES 
m 
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f r r nt and heat varies from $1 to $2 a we k. Th r m 
r heated by team and are finished in hardwood. urni-
must be provided by the student. 
ur a room. 
cond-hand furnitur can oft n b bought to advanta 
from tud nts who ar leaving Coll g or through th up r-
int nd nt, John Park r, to whom inquiri for furnitur 
hould b addre ed. 
THE COLLEGE COMMONS 
y th co-operation of Tru te and Alumni a 
mm n was opened in 1912. ift in Jun , 15, from 
• amuel· Mather, avid Z. Norton, Jame emp Y 
n William . Mather provid d for the nlar emen and 
impr vement of the Commons building. ining and 
I un ·ng-rooms are now ample and attractive and he 
n ir quipment is thoroughly modern. Th ommon 
furni h excellent board at cost and provid a ground of 
m ting for all of the men in College. 
All students ar requir d to pay a Commons f 
m ter. The price of board in addition to this f 
a w k, payable strictly in advanc . 
By action of the Board of Trustees all stud n re ivmg 
cholarship concessions of any kind whatever are r quir d o 
board at the Commons. 
STUDENT ORGANIZA TIO S 
The literary societies, the Philomathesian, found . in 
1 27 and the u Pi Kappa, founded in 1 32, ar ac ively 
maintained. Weekly meetings are held by both ocieti , 
nd one or more debates with other colleg are arr ng 
h year. Interest is further timulated by the in r-
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REGISTER OF STUDENTS, 1916-1917 
SENIOR CLASS 
REDERICK REID CROSS, *Literary . . . . . .. .. . 22 E. w., Id ny n 
Houghton, Mich. 
EL JOHN TON DAVIE 'Philosophical .. . . 48 E. ., Old K ny n 
Piqua 
IRI KB. DAVIS, Philosophical . ... .. ....... 41 E. W., Id K nyon 
St. harle , Ill. 
R Y ELLI TT DEPRIEST, Philosophical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Y H 11 
1 v land 
T.TER HENRY ENDLE, Philo ophical . .. .. . . 25 . ., Hann· H 11 
Bell vu 
HERBERT PRAGUE HAMILTON, Philo ophical . 21 E. w., ld K nyon 
McArthur 
DER RANKIN McKE HNIE, Philosophical . 5 E. D ., ld K ny n 
St. Paul, Minn. 
• EDWINC f:PBELLMEEKER,Philo ophical .3 . D.,HannaHall 
olumbus 
LARE. 'CE VINCENT METCALF, Philo opliical, . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . 
Gambi r 
IILTO, GEORGE NICOLA, Philosophical. ..... . .. . .. . ... Be.xi Y Hall 
Ravenna 
ROY WASHINGTON PILCHER, Philosophical . . .41 S. D., Hanna Hall 
McArthur 
J ATLEE SCHAFER, *Literary ....... . . . . 42 E.W., Old Kenyon 
Cleveland 
·crs BERTON SHANER, Classical ... . ... . . . ...... .. . Be.xi Y Hall 
Toledo 
J WENDELL SOUTHARD, Philosophical . . . . 60 W. W., Old Kenyon 
Toledo 
PHILIP WOLCO'IT TnmERLAKE, Clas ical . ..... 27 M. D., Old Kenyon 
Steubenville 
PwuP EDWIN TWIGG, *Literary ........... . 40 W.W., Old Kenyon 
Union City, Ind. 
For requirements for the Literary Course see catalogue for 1912-13. 
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DONALD HUBERT WATTLEY, Classical . ..... . . 37 N. D., Hann 
Evanston, Ill. 
EDWIN CHARLES WELCH, Scientific . .. . . . ... .. 6 E. D., Old K n 
Athens 
WILLIAM JAMES WHITE, Classical . .. .... . . General Th ol. millA!'Y 
Blairsville, Penna. 
CHARLES DAVID WILLIAMS, JR., Classical . . .. . . . 2 S. ., Hanna Ha 
D troit., Mich. 
JUNIOR CLASS 
CLARENCE JAMES ADER, Literary . . . . ........ 19 M. D., Hanna H 
N wport, Ky. 
DONALD GRAY ALLEN, Philosophical ... . . . .. . 28 E. D., Id K · 
Cl v land 
RALPH NELSO ANDREWS, Scientific . ....... . 54 W. D., Old n) 
Huntington, W. Va. 
Lu IEN v SPASIAN TELL, Literary . ........ 2 E. w., Old 
N w York City 
OBERT LEE BAIRD, Literary . . . ... .. ................ B 
N wark 
ROBERT COGLAND BARRON, Scientific . . ...... 25 E. D., Old 
Coshocton 
CARL RI HARD BRICK, Scientific . ..... . ...... 28 E. D., Old K 
Pain ville 
WARREN HASKELL C TT, Scientific . . .. ..... . 22 E. W., Old K 
Lima 
LELAND HOBART DANFORTH, Clas ical ....... . 22 s. D., Hanna H 
Park Ridge, Ill. 
FREDERICK BROWN DECHANT, Scientific . ...... 2 E. ., Old K 
iddletown 
s PER TTE DE OLF, Philo ophical . . . .. 12 M. D., Hanna H J 
Rosedale, Kansas 
DREXEL DOUGLAS , Clas ical . ........ 5 . D., Hanna H 
Mansfield Ha! 
ITH DOWNE, Philo ophical . ........ 57 . D., Ha 
Canton 
TODD EARL FRAZIER, Philo ophical . ....... 11 £. D., H Bl 
Lima 
IlARRISO GALBERACH, Philosophical . ll ~f. D., Ha 
Lima 
R HWORTH GOODWIN, Philosophical . ....... · · .B H 
East Liv rpool 
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A iTHONY WILLAMOND HELEN, Philosophical, . .................... . 
Gambier 
JI ROLD FREDERICK HOHLY, Phi'losophical . ... 25 E. D., Old K nyon 
Toledo 
H RLES CARSON JORDAN, Classical . ....... 39 W. W., Old K nyon 
Steubenville 
RY NT CHAMBERS KERR, Philo ophical, ......................... . 
Centerburg 
I.IFTON KINGSLEY LoOMIS, Philo ophical . .. . 16 W. D., Old K nyon 
Medina 
I RE BUSHNELL MCBRIDE, Phi'losophical . .. 47 E. D., ld K nyon 
Tol do 
RA O D ARTHUR MCKINSTRY, Philosophical . . 32 M. D., Hanna Hall 
Chanute, Kans. 
RI HARD WILLIAMS MAXWELL, Philosophical .. . . 5 S. D., Hanna Hall 
Mansfield 
FRANC MELDRUM, Philosophical . .. . . 48 E. D., Old K nyon 
Cl veland 
VINCENT MUELLER, Classical . ....... 41 S. D., Hanna Hall 
Chilton, Wis. 
JEFFERSON MYERS, Scientific . ........ 31 M. D., Hanna Hall 
Toledo 
THUR BENJAMIN p ARKER, Philosophical, ................ . ...... . 
Gambier 
ARBERT REMY, Philosophical . .. . .. . . 51 M. D., Old Kenyon 
Mansfield 
D iEY GAR.FORD ROCKWOOD, Scientific . .. . .. . 6 E. D., Old Kenyon 
Elyria 
ORD ULMAN SADLER, Literary . ......... . 22 S. D., Hanna Hall 
Lakewood 
Ro T Hooe ON SANBORN, Philosophical. .. . 34 N. D., Hanna Hall 
East Cleveland 
DWIGHT SAPP, Phi'losophical . ........ 42 E. W., Old Kenyon 
Mt. Vernon 
T. CLAIRE SHOFFSTALL, Philo ophical, ........... . ..... . .. . 
Bellevue 
H LD BAKER SMITH, Scientific ........... . 51 M. D., Old Kenyon 
Bedford 
ILLIAM STEVENS, Philosophical ..... . 37 N. D., Hanna Hall 
Columbus 
HEISLER TATE, Classical ....... . .. . 50 M. D., Hanna Hall 
Emporium, Penna •. 
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CORRAL WORTHINGTON WELLMAN, Cla sical, . ............... .. . 
Gambier 
EARL MCKINLEY WOOD, Scientific . ........... 5 E. D., Id K n 
Fremont 
DONALD WORTHINGTON, Philosophical ....... . 34 N. D., Hanna H 
Cleveland 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
LAFAYETTE ABB TT, Scientific . .... ....... .. 19 w. w., Id J{ 
Lancaster 
WILLIAM JENNINGS BAUER, Scientific . ........ 22 . D., Hann H 
B II vu 
JAME WHIT OMB BEACH, Philosophical. ... .. . 21 . ., Hann H 
oshocton 
BYRON OLEMAN BIGGS, Philosophical, . .......... ' ' . ....... . 
Gambi r 
GENE GROVE ARPENTER, Philosophical . ... 13 . D., Hann ff 
nton 
WILLIAM LARWILL CARR, Scientific . ......... 42 E. W., Id K 
Mansfi Id 
Jo EPH EMERSON CARTER, Classical ... .. ..... 52 M. D., Old K 
Cl veland 
F'LET HER MARSH DEVIN, Philosophical . ...... 1 E. ., Id 
Mt. Vernon 
JOHN F'ENDALL DUDLEY, Scientific . ............ 1 E. ., Old K 
Washington, D. C. 
WILLI i KENNETH EDWARDS, Philosophical . .. . 6 E. D. Old K 
Findlay 
JOSEPH KARNS GARRETSON, Philosophical .... . 21 E. ., Old K 
Lima 
WALTER SCOTT GORDON, Classical . ........... 21 . D., H 
Cleveland K 
FRANK RICHESO GUNN, Scientific . ......... .45 E. D. Old 
Toledo 
LELAND CE IL Gu l , Philo ophical . ........ .45 E. D., Old 
RA Toledo K 
OND J HARK! s, Classical . ....... 35 w. D. 0 d 
Cuyahoga Falls 
GEORGE SHAW HARRISON, Philo ophical ..... . 47 E. D. Old 
Toledo 
R BERT U. TI GS, Scientific . ........... 31 A. · Old 
Lancaster 
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R Y.HE K, Classical . ....... .. ....... . .. .. 27 M. ., Hanna Hall 
Ironton 
R YNE BRADFORD HILL, Philo ophical .. ... . 52 M. D., ld K nyon 
Tacoma, Wash. 
R · LPH RIFE KNODE, Scientific . .. ...... .. . 1 E. W., ld nyon 
Richmond, Ind. 
E.'DELL CALVIN LOVE, Philo ophical. . ... .. . 25 . ., H ann · Hall 
Fremont 
TH A MABLEY, Classical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 M. ., Old K ny n 
Winslow, Arkansa 
PA 'L HARRI M GORMLEY, Scientific . . ... .. . 14 W. D., Id nyon 
Fr mont 
M GUIRE, Philo ophical . ......... 5 W. W., ld ny n 
lev land 
ID FERREL MATTHEW , Sci ntific . ....... 13 N. D., Hanna H 11 
Dayton 
RT R iART MILLER, Philosophical ....... . 13 N. ., H · nna II· 11 
Bay City, Mich. 
ARD BE J UN PEDLOW, Philosophical . .. 55 w. ., Old K ny n 
Ravenna 
I URE ERETT POSTLE, Scientific ........ . 3 N. D., Hanna Hall 
hepard 
H BERT BR CE PUFFER, Philosophical . ..... 21 E. W., Old K nyon 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
· BURT CHAMPION ROWE, Philo ophical . .. 1 N. D., Hann Hall 
incinnati 
PRIME SANBORN, Scientific ...... . . . 18 N. D., Hann· Hall 
level and 
G R EBE! J I SCHNEIDER, Philo ophical .. . 32 M. D., Hann H 11 
Hartland, Wis. 
iL FEHR SEIBOLD, Scientific, .. . . . . ... . . .... . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Mt. Vernon 
ILFORD SHEERI , Classical .. . ... . 39 W.W., Old K nyon 
Boston, Mass. 
H LLoYD S OOK, Philosophical . .. . ...... 20 W. W., Old K nyon 
Troy 
TARRETT, Scientific ........ . 55 W. D. Old K nyon 
Wellsville 
ALTER THORN, Clas ical . ............ 2 . D., Hanna Hall 
Oneida, Wi. 
ioFFETTE TILDE., Philosophical ... . 60 W. ., Old K nyon 
Cl veland 
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FR NCIS WHARTON WEIDA, Scientific, . ............ ........•. .... 
Gambi r 
RI WOLD BUTTERFIELD WERNER, Philo ophical . .... . 
· · · ................................. 20 W.W., Id K 
Fo toria 
LE TRIMMER WHITE, Scientific . ........... 27 . ., Id 
Elyria 
TH r WETZLER WI EMAN, Sci ntific . ...... 41 E. W., Id K 
Lancast r 
TH r EDWARD YERXA, Philo ophical . .... . 1 w. w., Id 
Minn apoli , Minn. 
EDERI K PILLING YOUNG, Classical . ....... 1 E. Id K 
Bi marck, . D. 
TR AN ADDOCK OUNG, Philo ophical .... . 56 w. D., Id 
Tiffin 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
NK BERT LE , JR., Philo ophical ..... . 22 . D., H 
Cl v land 
L WR E ERKEY, Sci ntific ....... . 31 . D., Old 
1 v land 
R BERT WILL ., Old LESSING, Philo ophical . .. 19 
Dayton 
ARTHUR LA WRE E BOYD, Sci ntific . ........ 32 f. ., d 
haron, P nna. 
GE RGE Louis BRAI , Clas ical. ............ 57 . D. H 
pringfield 
E GENE FRANK LO E, Ph 'lo ophical . ........ 5 E. D., 01 
Sandusky 
BER ARD WELLER COLDEWEY, Philo opl ical . . 42 E. •• 0 d 
THO 
anta Monica, Calif omia K Co~r T K, Sc' nt'fic . . . ............ 25 E. D. 0 d 
leveland 
cal 2 E .OdK , Pl 'lo ophi . . . . . . · R 
t. Vernon 
BARTO. HENRY GRAVES, Ph 'losophical . ..... 60 
Toledo 
HAROLD HOADLY GREEN, Scientific ........ . 20 
J 
Cleveland 
HE!-mY GREGG, Pl 'lo ophical . .•...... 41 E. 
inneapolis, finn. 
··.ETH iERCER HARPER, Philosopl ·al ..• . 21 E. 
t. Vernon 
H 
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''ll.I.t ANDREW HENDERSON, Scientific . .... 15 w. D., Old Kenyon 
Zanesville 
Ll'RED LEONARD HOHLFELDER, Scientific . ... .41 S. D., Hanna Hall 
Cleveland 
H TER JAMES HOLLEY, Philosophical . . . .... 12 M. D., Hanna Hall 
Martin's Ferry 
THUR RRELL HOWARTH, Philosophical . ... . 28 M. D., Hanna Hall 
Clev land 
RL ILBERT JAMES, Philo ophical . ........ 37 N. D., Hann Hall 
Youngstown 
If RBERT DOWNEY KELLY, Philosophical. .... 59 w. w., Old K nyon 
Toledo 
JtL KERBER, Philosophical . .............. 59 W. W., Old K nyon 
Tol do 
J II ARSHALL KNox, Philosophical ....... . 1 E.W., Old K nyon 
Lima 
YD LARKIN McCARTNEY, Scientific . ..... .. 21 S. D., Hann Hall 
Lakewood 
J HERBERT MCMURRAY, Clas ical . ..... 32 M. D., Old K nyon 
Marion 
L LEWIS MARTIN, Classical . .......... 32 M. D., Old K nyon 
Marion 
I PARROTT MATTHEWS, Scientific . ...... 57 N. D., Hanna Hall 
Dayton 
CAMPBELL PRESLEY, Scientific ..... . 38 N. D., Hanna Hall 
Bay City, Michigan 
AR BARTON READ, Scientific . ............ 28 M. D., Hanna Hall 
Salem 
FRANCIS SANT, Scientific . ............... 5 S. D., Hanna Hall 
East Liverpool 
·II.FORD SEITZ, Philosophical . .............. 27 E. D., Old Kenyon 
Sandusky 
Ht.'R LEsLIE SIDNELL, Philosophical . . .... . 19 M. D., Hanna Hall 
Cuyahoga Falls 
PHILIP SHITH, Philo ophical ...... . 40 W.W., Old Kenyon 
Sandusky 
J H Ru ELL THOMPSON, Scientific ........ . 2 S. D., Hanna Hall 
East Liverpool 
G PREsroN VINSON, Philosophical . ....... 32 M. D., Hanna Hall 
Lima 
LD GRAHAM WALTON, Scientific, . .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. ' ..... 
Gambier 
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P UL BERNARD WENDLER, Clas ical . .... ... . 2 E. D., Old K ·o 
Dayton 
ALFRED BROOKE WILLIAMS, Philosophical . ... 39 w. w., Old 
Canton 
WALTER RANK WRIGHT, Scientific . . . ...... .45 E. D., Id K 
Lima 
R Y ZEMAN ........... ... . ..... .. .. ... . .. 31 M. D., Old K 
East lev land 
SPECIAL STUDENTS 
TEY ROBIN ON BERKELEY ........................ .. B I Y II 
Cl v land 
MA GREGORY REN H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 E. ., Ir! K 
Elyria 
MAHL N HE DER N ..................... 54 Id ' 
ambridg 
OHN MAGNUS JERPE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 6 E. ., Id 
Norwalk 
ADDI ON ARLYLE LEWIS ..... . ............ 59 W. W., 
teub nvill 
WILLI I w ALSH M NEILL ................. 4 E. D., Old J{ 
Dayton 
LEONARD MIT HELL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... • · · · • • • · 
w traitsvill 
WENDELL WARDEN TILLWELL, ... .. ........... · · · • · · • · · · '' 
Mt. Vernon 
DICK ON HINELL WELLS .................. .47 E. D., Old 
Dayton 
SUMMARY 
eniors ......................... . .............. 2 
Juniors ..................................... ·· 
ophomor .......................... · · · · · ····· 
F'r hmen ....................... · · · · · · · · · · ·· ··· 
Sp cial tudents ...................... · · · · · · · · · · 
Total ................................... . 1 2 
THE EIGHTY-EIGHTH COMMENCEMENT 
SUNDAY, JUNE 18 
ervice-Sermon by th Rt. R v. Boyd Vin nt, 
outhern Ohio. Ordination to th Diaconat by th 
hio and of Southern Ohio. 
E ning r ice-Baccalaur ate rmon by the R v. William F. 
P tr , L.H.D., D.D., Pre id nt of K nyon oll g . 
MONDAY, JUNE 19 
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES 
CLASS ORATOR 
JOSEPH TAFFORD TROTTMAN, '16 
Milwauk , Wis. 
ALUMNI ORA TOR 
WILLIAM BUDD BODINE, JR., '90 A.B. 
Philad lphia, Penna. 
HONOR MEN 
EDSON W. FORKER, Fir t 
JOSEPH STAFFORIJ TROTT f:AN, First 
HARVEY HAY BEMIS, Third 
BARNARD How ARD STEINFELD, Fourth 
RALPH EMERSON MORTON, Fifth 
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DEGREES CONFERRED 
JUNE 19, 1916 
BEXLEY HALL 
BACHELOR OF DIVINITY 
WILLIAM JOHN B ARRETT, '99 A.B. 
CERTIFICATES OF GRADUATION 
FRANKLIN EDGAR HAUCK, '13 A.B. (With H br w) 
DON LD WONDERS, '13 Ph.B. (Without H br ) 
KENYON COLLEGE 
DEGREES IN COURSE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
HARVEY HAY BEMIS 
HARLES EDWIN KI DER 
J SEPH ST AFFORD TROTT 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
EDSO W. FORKER 
PORTER BRECK HALL 
DONALD RUHL SMITH 
BARNARD HOWARD STEINFELD 
BACHELOR OF LETTERS 
ROBERT ANDREW Bo 
BmcH LEIGHTO BROWN 
ARTHUR SIDNEY KING 
ATHANIEL RUE HIGH MOOR 
B CHELOR OF PHILOSOPH 
HER DIETRICH ALBRIGHT 
REX Jo ATHAN BALLARD 
RALPH EMERS01 MoRTO· 
Gow AN CLARE? CE WILLI 
EIGHTY-EIGHTH COMMENCEMENT 
MASTER OF ARTS 
DONALD WONDERS, '13 Ph.B., '16 Bex. 
Honorary Degrees 
DOCTOR OF LAWS 
OSCAR WILLIAM NEWMAN, '88 
Justice of the Supreme Court of Ohio 
Columbus, Ohio 
CHARLE HORACE MAYO, M. D. 
Roch ster, Minn. 
LINDLEY MILLER GARRISON 
Ex- ecr tary of War, Washington, D. C. 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS 
THE GENERAL ASSOCIATION 
President: 
JUDGE JOHN JAY ADAMS, '79, Zan ville, Ohio 
Vice-Presid nts: 
J 0 EPH H. LARWILL, '55, Kansas City, Mo. 
JOHN • LE VITT, '6 , N w ork ity 
WILLI w. T WN END, '7 , olumbu , Ohio 
ecretary and Tr asur r: 
ARTH R L. BROWN, '06, Th Dim and Wing Pa r o., 
crologi t: 
MATTHEW • M URY, '04, Philad lphia, P nna. 
Ex cutive CommiUee: 
THE PRESIDE T THE REV. DR. H. W. Jo. 
THE ECRETARY 1. 
THE FIRST VI E-PRE IDE T 
THE SE OND VI E-PRESIDENT 
THE ASSOCIATION OF NORTHER OHIO 
President: 
FRANK H. GIN , '90, Cleveland 
Secretary and Treasurer: 
Roy H. H , '03, 929 Garfield Building, Cl eland 
H' torian: 
FRANK H. GIN , '90, Cleveland 
Executive CommiUee: 
J H.D EY, '82 
THE REV. CHARLES C. BUBB, 
82 
ALUMNI AssOCIATIONS 
THE ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL OHIO 
President: 
JOHN G. DUN, '75, Hotel Vendome, Columbus 
Secretary and Treasurer: 
~R DERICK HESS HAMM, '06, 494 Kimball Place, Columbus 
THE ASSOCIATION OF CINCINNATI 
AND VICINITY 
President: 
R. ALBERT J. BELL, '95, Cincinnati 
Vice-President: 
RTHUR L. BROWN, '06, Cincinnati 
Secretary and Treasurer: 
HARRY L. GAYER, '15, Procter and Gamble Co., Cincinnati 
Executive Committee: 
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Fi..oRIE GIAUQUE, '69 
R. HENRY STANBERY, '96 
CONSTANT SOUTHWORTH, '98 
ARTHUR J. LARMON, '06 
THE ASSOCIATION OF THE EAST 
President: 
ARL D. BABST, '93, President, Am. Sugar Refining Co., New York 
City 
Vice-Presidents: 
J L. WELLS, '64, State Treasurer, Albany, N. Y. 
ORN BROOKS LEAVITT, '68, New York, N. Y. 
G OVE D. CURTIS, '80, New York, N. Y. 
J IAH K. OHL, '84, The N. Y. Herald, New York, N. Y. 
CHARLES E. MILMINE, '85, New York, N. Y. 
Secretary and Treasurer: 
B. AxTELL, '06, 1 Broadway, New York City 
Executive Committee: 
PRESIDENT 
VICE-PRESIDENT 
ECRETARY 
CARL R. GA: TER, '99 
ALFRED K. TAYLOR, '06 
DAVID W. BoWMAN, '14 
KENYON COLLEGE 
THE ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGO 
Pre ident: 
HN v. RATHBONE, '04, Chicago 
Vice-President: 
HE RY J. PEET, '70, Chicago 
S cretary: 
L. M. PE E, '04, 27 Railway Exchang 
LLI TT 
Trcasur r: 
EY OLD , 'O , 2093 La all t., hi 0 
Ex cutiv CornmiU 
THE SSOCI TION OF PITTSBURG 
Pre id nt: 
J HN A. H PER, '60, itt burg 
Vic -Pr id rt: 
VI TT, '96, itt burg 
ecr tary and Tre ur r: 
OND, '03, Columbia ational Ban Pi HAR .H 
HE SSOCI TION OF TOL DO 
Pr id nt: 
T . H ILTO , LL.D., '59, Tol do 
S cretary: 
THE REV. Lo I E. DANIELS, '02 Bex., Tol do 
Tr ur r: 
. Lo KWOOD, 04, 212 Gardn r Bldg., Tol do 
THE SSOCIA TIO OF PHIL DELPHI 
Pr nt: 
HAR H y ARNDT ' 9, G rmanto ·n, P n 
. -Pr i<knt: 
JR., '90, Philad lphia 
ALUMNI AssOCIATIONS 
THE ASSOCIATION OF WASHINGTON, D. C. 
President: 
THE HON. MATTHEW TRIMBLE, '60, Washington, D. c. 
Secretary and Treasurer: 
TH REV. J. J. DIMON, '98, 1736 Q St., N. W., Wa hing on, 
THE ASSOCIATION OF PUGET SOUND 
President: 
• HOLMAN DUN, '09, Seattle 
Vice-President: 
H ROLD E. LANGDON, '04, Edmonds 
Secretary: 
n.n R L. c WINGS, '02, Hoge Bldg., s attlc 
Trea urer: 
R y OND c. GILLETTE, 11, s attle 
Hi torian: 
TH T. VAN SWEARINGEN, Seattle 
5 
PUBLICATIONS 
Th K nyon oll ge Bull tin is i u d quart rly by th 
umb r in lud catalogu of th coll giat and th 1 i I d 
m n , alumni addr lis 
opi may b 
Tl K nyon Book, 
th R v. William 
p ntain a larg 
in don r mitting 
ong of K nyon. 
of oll 
ing th 
annual publication of th !'; ud n 
bu in manag r of th '17 nnual is E. ood. 
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